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Racers:
Radio rights
up for grabs

Bulls stay on
top of NBA,
beat Rockets
Page 8
STATE

President
to visit
Kentucky

t.i

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
President Clinton will visit Kentucky on Thursday to discuss
the national tobacco settlement
and smoking among children,
White House and Kentucky officials said.
Details have yet to be completed, but Clinton wants to go
to a warehouse and/or a familyfarm situation," probably at
Carrollton or Maysville, said
Andrew "Skipper" Martin, Gov.
Paul Patton's chief of staff.
Martin said Clinton plans to
fly into Cincinnati-Northern
Kentucky International Airport
on Thursday. Carrollton and
Maysville are the only nearby
towns
with tobacco
warehouses.
White House officials announced the visit Saturday.
Earlier in the day, Clinton used
his weekly radio address to say
that a bill implementing the settlement should be even tougher
on tobacco manufacturers than
the bill approved by a Senate
committee this week.
The bill includes Sen. Wendell Ford's program to "protect
tobacco farmers," as Clinton
briefly described it in the radio
address.
As the first president to
wrestle with tobacco, first by
proposing higher cigarette
taxes for health-care reform
and then having the Food and
Drug Administration regulate
nicotine as a drug, Clinton
caused himself scime political
trouble in Kentucky.
Clinton has been to Carrollton before, on a bus trip he
took following the Democratic
presidential nomination in
1992. This will be his first Kentucky visit, other than using the
airport to reach Cincinnati,
since he won a second term in
1996.
WEATHER
Tonight...Becoming cloudy
with a chance of thunderstorms toward morning. Low
50 to 55. South wind 10 to 15
mph. Chance of rain 50
percent.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy
with 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
High near 70.
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Listeners tuning into Murray
State University athletics may
have to find a new home on the
radio dial next fall — for the second straight year.
A one-year broadcasting rights
agreement between the MSU athletics department and the Racer
sports flagship station, WBLN,
94.7 FM in Mayfield, expired after this season.
With the expiration of the current contract, attention has focused on which radio station will
carry Racer football and basketball during the 1998-99 season.
Sources have indicated that
WRUS had planned to shift
games to an AM station, which
has led to talks about a possible
change.
While MSU athletics department officials are keeping silent
at this point, commenting only
that talks are in the preliminary
stages, attention is focusing on
the university's public radio station or a Paducah-based operation
as possible options.
WKMS Station Manager Kate
Lochte said talks about putting
Racer games on the MSU affiliate are premature at this point.
"We've been approached (by
the MSU athletics department)
about studying the proposition,"
said Lochte. "But it is in the
early discussion phase. There is
no time (line) set right now."
Tab Brockman, MSU assistant
athletics director, declined to
comment about the department's
plans.
Jamie Futrell, a general sales
manager for WKYQ and Electric
96.9 FM in Paducah, said his station has inquired about obtaining
• See Page 2
MSU's broadcasting rights.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & TImes prioto

SHOWING SUPPORT: Despite the cold weather and a threat of rain, a group of about 30 people marched
for the Murray-Calloway County Parks Saturday. The fundraising event brought in about $2,400.

Cooperation marks session
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Going into the 1998 General Assembly, there was a widely held
opinion the state Senate would
operate day-to-day on the brink
of open partisan warfare.
There were, as former Senate
President John "Eck" Rose put
it, four distinct political interest
groups — two each in the Democratic and Republican caucuses.
The only unifying factor seemed
to be the interest each group had
in claiming power for itself.
The warfare never broke out,
except for one closed-door session among Republicans where
there was a failed coup to oust
Minority Floor Leader Dan Kelly.
Instead, there was an uneasy

Davies
to lead
council
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Council on Higher
Education has authorized its
chairman to negotiate a contract
with Gordon K. Davies to become the council's first president,
The Courier-Journal reported.
Davies was fired last April after 20 years as director of the
State Council of Higher Education Education for Virginia.
The Louisville newspaper said
Saturday that three people close
to the selection process said the
council gave Chairman Leonard
.Hardin the go-ahead to work out
a deal with Davies.
The Kentucky council reached
its decision after interviewing
Davies and two other finalists
March 27 and 28 in Frankfort.
The two others have dropped out
of the running: University of
North Carolina at Wilmington
Chancellor James R. Leutze, and
Elson S. Floyd, executive vice
chancellor of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
People involved in the selection said discussions with Davies
were given added urgency because he also was considering
whether to accept a professorship
at Columbia University, the
newspaper said. He is now a visiting faculty member at Columbia's prestigious Teachers
College.
Council member Ronald
Greenberg of Louisville, who was
not one of those who eonfirmed
II See Page 2
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"We have expressed interest in
doing that," Futrell noted. "We
expressed interest in doing that
last year, but things just didn't
work out.
"1 have informed Tab Brockman that I would like to talk with
him about this, but I'm not sure
where Murray State stands on
this issue right now," he added.
According to Futrell, the prospects of the Paducah station acquiring the Racer broadcasts depend on financial obligations (the
radio station pays MSU athletics
for the broadcasting rights).
"We will have to sit down and
see what the financial commitment would be on our part," Futrell continued. "The potential
profit is certainly there ... It's extremely possible."
But while the possibility exists,
Futrell said questions remain to
be answered.
"The question would be 'How
do we deliver it? — he explained.
"We've never broadcast sports of
this magnitude. If we picked up
the network, we would have to
buy new equipment ... We would
want it to sound top-notch."
The identity of the flagship station would also be in question,
said Futrell.
"Right now, we're not sure about what station we would put it
on. Chances are, it would not be
one of our existing FM stations,"
he said.
"It would probably go on one
of our strongest AM stations. We
would sec to. it that every town
with an interest (in the games)
would get the broadcasts."
AM affiliates of the Paducah
network include News WKYX
News/Talk 570 and WPAD 1560.
According to a contract ob-

sense of cooperation where no
one group or person took over as
the obvious leader.
"I had the lowest expectations
for this session than any session
I've been involved in,' said Sen.
Tim Shaughnessy, D-Louisville.
Going into the session, the
presiding officers were President
Larry Saunders, D-Louisville,
and President Pro Tern Walter
Blevins, D-West Liberty. They
had abandoned most of their own
party, allied with Republicans
and a few other disaffected
Democrats and ousted Rose in January 1997.

Saunders said first it was the fact
there were no "discharge petitions" filed during the session.
Such petitions are attempts by
legislators who cannot get bills
out of committees by ordinary
means to force the legislation to
the Senate floor for a vote. They
were used by Republican abortion opponents in 1996.
Shaughnessy said that may be
an indication of Saunders' fairness, and willingness to accommodate senators, but there is little
evidence Saunders led on much
of anything during the session.
"Those two individuals played
absolutely no role from a policy
perspective for the state,"
Shaughnessy said of Saunders
and Blevins.

But Saunders had no real alliances with those who put him in
office.
Asked at the end of the session
for evidence of his leadership, • See Page 2

Legislation favors
women, children
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Women and children appear to be
among the winners as the work of
the 1998 General Assembly is
analyzed.
They collectively stand to benefit from a range of initiatives in
health, education, crime prevention and human services. The
main instrument of those initiatives is Gov. Paul Patton's
budget, which was flush for a
change.
"I think it was a great session
for women and children," Rep.
Steve Nunn said. Nunn is a mem-

ber of the House Health and Welfare Committee, which handles
much of the related legislation,
and the Appropriations and Revenue Committee, which funds it.
"This was the mother of all
sessions for programs to help
some people," said Nunn, RGlasgow.
Notable initiatives include the
Kentucky Children's Health Insurance Program, designed to
cover about 100,000 poor children who lack coverage under private insurance or Medicaid. The
state is putting up $13 million per
▪ See Page 2

Pena leaves White House
By JOSEPH SCHUMAN
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Up:Igor nom photo
IN OLDEN TIMES: Two girls in period garments battle it out in a duel
with non-lethel weapons at Murray State University's Cutchin Field
during the Renaissance Fake Saturday. Proceeds from the fair
events went to support MSU organizations.

An aide said he made the decision to resign over the weekend.
The aide, who asked not to be
identified, refused to discuss
Pena's motive for leaving.
"He needs to explain this in
his own words," the aide said.
At the Transportation Department, Pena ordered small airlines
to follow the same strict safety
rules as major carriers. He also
sharply reduced the size of the
giant agency.
But Pena was widely criticized
for defending ValuJet after a
1996 crash in the Florida Everglades. The airline was later
grounded for a time because of
concerns about its maintenance
operation.
Pena also was the focus of a

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Energy Secretary Federico Pena,
the highest-ranking Hispanic in
the Clinton administration, is
quitting in June, aides and White
House officials said today.
Pena, who served as Transportation Secretary in Clinton's first
term, submitted his letter of resignation to President Clinton this
morning. Pena was scheduled to
discuss his decision at a late
morning news conference.
Pena, 51, gave no reason for
his departure, although he had
expressed an interest in leaving
Washington when Clinton finished his first term in early 1997.
4
The former Denver mayor agreed
to take over the sprawling Energy
• See Page 2
Department for one year.
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Kenny

land School Road about three
miles east of Murray.
He is charged with firstA North Fifth Street teen-ager
remained in stable condition offense driving while under the
Monday morning with a head in- influence, according to an accijury he received in an alcohol- dent report from the Calloway
related accident that injured five County Sheriff's Department.
Shaffer reportedly lost control
other teens.
James Shaffer, 18, was in the of his southbound car on a curve,
critical care unit of Lourdes Hos- hit a guard rail and overturned
pital in Paducah, a hospital before coming to rest on a creek
bank.
spokeswoman said.
A witness told sheriff's depuShaffer was transferred there
from N1urray-Calloway County ties Shaffer was going between
Hospital Friday night following 70 mph and 80 mph when Shaffer
the one-vehicle accident on Out- passed him just seconds before
the accident, the report said.
One passenger, Zach Cunningham, 17, of Edinborough Drive,
was discharged from MCCH Saturday after being treated for a
broken jaw, said an MCCH
Because of incomplete inforspokesman.
mation supplied to the Ledger,
Four other teens were treated
two names were left off the honor
released. They were: Allen
and
roll list for Calloway County
Forrester, 17, of Sha-Wa Circle
High School.
(head); Jason Highfield, 18,
The names of Mitchell Craig
Hazel (chest); Jackie Tripp, 17,
and Daniel Fend, both seniors,
unknown (head); and Tifaddress
should have been included.
fany Ansel, 18, address unknown
(head).
In other accident reports, a
Story Avenue woman also was
taken to Lourdes Hospital after
overturning her car in a onevehicle mishap this past weekend.
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
Joyce Rogers, 48, was treated
• Clean, Dependable Cars
for
a head injury in Lourdes'
• Call Us For Rates
emergency room Saturday afternoon and was discharged the
same day after being transferred
S. 12th St..
from MCCH.
Rogers was southbound on
U.S. 641 South near Midway
when she said she briefly took
her eyes off the road, according
to a sheriff's department report.
Her car went off the road and
into a slide after she overcorrected, then went back off the
road and hit a culvert, the report
said. The car overturned, but
came to rest on its wheels in a
driveway.
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programs was a step forward.
"Overall, I think women and
families did well in the budget,"
said Martian, D-Louisville.
"Could they have done better'?
Yes."
The enacted budget contained
$2.4 million for Knox, Letcher
and Perry counties to develop a
golf course and reson. "I didn't
ask for a single golf course, or
want one," Martian said.
Some others say the session,
while making progress for women and children, was hardly an
unqualified success. Nor could all
the initiatives, however efficacious, be described as unusually
bold.
The children's health insurance
program "is great for the kids of
Kentucky. It's good that kids are
going to have preventive health
services," said Debra Miller, deputy director of Kentucky Youth
Advocates.
"On the other hand, that's sort
of a federal proposition. It's really a no-brainer," she said.
The child-protection legislation
included money for more foster
placements. But left hanging is
whether the Cabinet for Families

and Children has enough staff,
particularly legal staff to handle a
sudden increase in court cases
over termination of parental
rights, Mrs. Miller said.
Also, the cabinet's Department
for Social Services has 110 vacant positions for social workers,
but only 25 were funded, she
said.
The juvenile -justice budget
contains millions for detention
hut a meager SI million for prevention. And her organization
fears the safe-schools money will
be spent on security — metal detectors and cops in schools — instead of programs to help children learn proper conflict resolution, Mrs. Miller said.
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, a retired
physician who is leaving office at
year's end, said a preoccupation
with abortion diverted some of
the legislature's attention that
might otherwise have gone to
women and children.
Legislators need to talk more
about birth control and support
for pregnant women, said Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green. "There
are a lot of things we could do
rather than get in these silly
battles."
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FROM PAGE 1
year, while the federal government is adding S50 million to it.
Congress authorized the grant
for five years. Patton said the
state would stay in it as long as
possible, even if the economy
turned sour.
"I can't imagine any circumstances under which the state
match for that program would not
be funded," he said.
Also enacted was a bill to let
state officials more quickly remove children from dangerous
households. Another was aimed
at improving placements and
speeding adoptions of children in
foster care.
The budget contained $15 million over two years for a school
safety initiative, including grants
to school districts for security.
The legislature earmarked S3 million for early-childhood literacy.
Public schools will get $97 million over two years for computers
and other technology.
Rep. Mary Lou Martian, who
is on the House budget, health
and education committees, said
funding for therapeutic foster
care and for "supported living"

•Davies...
FROM PAGE 1
the council's offer to Davies,
called him "the best candidate
we could have wished for." He
said the Kentucky council looked
closely into Davies' ouster, "and
we're thoroughly comfortable on
the circumstances."
Davies, 59, declined to say
whether he was negotiating a
contract for the Kentucky job.
But he said that he was impressed both by Gov. Paul Patton
and the council, which he called
"as good a board as I've seen in
a number of years. ... With that
kind of activity or energy there, I
can see the possibility that Kentucky could become a model for
some new ways of doing
business."
Davies said Kentucky has
shown a commitment "to expanding access to higher education since it's the gateway to everything we think is worthwhile
in our society.
"There's a chance here to do
something very different with a
system of higher education," he
said.
During his tenure in Virginia,
Davies fought successfully for increased student aid, more emphasis on undergraduate teaching and
performance reviews for tenured
faculty members.
After taking office in 1994,
Virginia Gov. George Allen, a
Republican, first tried unsuccessfully to cut funding for Davies'
agency and to put it under the
state education secretary.

FROM PAGE 1
Practically everyone involved,
including Gov. Paul Patton,
talked about how the two parties
got along during the session, especially compared to the rancor
of earlier gatherings.
"I think there's been an unprecedented level of bipartisan cooperation in this session," Kelly
said.
Part of that was simply attributable to the numbers. Democrats held only 20 of the 38 scats,
so the defection of only one or
two Democrats meant having to
deal with Republican interests in
order to get anything passed.
In fact, just about everything
that could garner 20 votes in the
Senate got to a vote. While that
might make for good democracy
— small "d" — it may not have

provided much in the way of a
direction for the Senate.
"There was no direction, no
agenda that I could ascertain,"
said Rose, who is leaving the Senate to seek a scat in Congress.
Shaughnessy said Majority
Floor Leader David Karem, DLouisville, provided the only beacon of leadership for the session.
"The leadership story for this
session has to be David Karem,"
Shaughnessy said.
Patton said he often consulted
with Kelly, Karem and Saunders
on issues.
Leadership, in the legislative
sense, is difficult to define, but
usually easy to recognize. For
Rose, that means that sometimes
people in positions of influence
have to sometimes drag others to
a particular position or issue or

take the heat by killing an idea
without exposing others.
All of the Senate leaders but
Karem are in precarious
positions.
Saunders and Blevins will be
challenged, though Saunders already is enlisting Republican aid
to retain his position and alienating some fellow Democrats again
as a result.
Kelly withstood the midsession
challenge, but just barely. And
the positions of Minority Caucus
Chairman Dick Roeding of Fort
Mitchell and Whip Elizabeth Tori
of Radcliff are also viewed as
tenuous.
Democratic Caucus Chairman
Nick Kafoglis of Bowling Green
and Whip Fred Bradley of Frankfort are retiring, leaving those
positions open.

being paid in S500 increments.
A radio broadcast rights fee of
$7,500 (net) to the Foundation
was also included in the
agreement.
In return, the MSU athletics
department provided WRUS, Inc.
with box and reserve bleacher
scats for football and basketball
games, parking privileges for
both football and basketball
events, a football stadium wall
sign, a permanent sign on the
press box at Racer Arena and a
routing courtside sign at basket-

ball games.
The athletics department also
agreed to provide five other requests of WRUS.
WRUS Station Manager Greg
DcLancy declined comment on
the situation when contacted last
week.
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See us for all your fly control needs!
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Dixieland Center • Murray • 759-2248
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Don't forget your favorite
Bunny this Easter,..
Sugar-Free
Russell Stover
Easter Candy

Charlie's Sate-T
Discount Pharmacy
New Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6 • Sat 9-3:30

Glendale at Whitnell • 753-4175
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FROM PAGE 1
tamed by the Ledger from the
MSU athletics department,
WRUS Bfbadcasting, Inc. of Russellville, the owners of Murray
affiliates WBLN (now known as
W1ZR in Mayfield), WSJP,
WNBS and Froggy 103.7, agreed
to eight stipulations in its broadcast rights agreement with MSU
for the 1997-98 season.
The agreement was based on
WRUS, Inc. joining the Racer
Athletic Foundation at a giving
level of S2,500, with the support
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If a change were made, it
would come on the heels of last
year's shift from 103.7 FM to
94.7 I'M and WSW 1130 AM, all
of which are owned by WRUS,
Inc.

Clinton closes loophole
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vowing "to do our best to keep our
people alive," President Clinton
today closed a loophole through
which thousands of foreign-made
assault rifles found their way into
the United States despite a 1994
ban.
With the White House Rose
Garden and a wall of uniformed
police officers as a backdrop,
Clinton issued an executive order
that permanently barred importation of 58 assault weapons that
were modified for sport shooting
in order to get around the ban.
Most of the affected guns are var-

iations of the AK-47 and Uzi
semiautomatic weapons.
Clinton hailed an overall drop
in violenh.crime since he took office in 1993, but said much work

remains in preventing violence as
long as gun manufacturers "can
make minor cosmetic modifications to weapons of war" and
send them onto the streets of
America.

reetings at Eastertide

FROM PAGE 1
Justice Department probe into allegations that he improperly intervened in a Coast Guard contract, but he was cleared of any
wrongdoing.
The switch to the Energy De-
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partment was a bit bumpy because of Senate concerns about
Clinton administration policies
for nuclear waste disposal. Still,
after some partisan bickering, the
Senate voted 99-1 to confirm
him.
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AROUND THE WORLD
Cosmonauts to try Mir repair
MOSCOW (AP) — After two disappointing efforts, the Russian
cosmonauts on the Mir headed into open space today to try to reinforce a bent solar panel.
On the first attempt last month, cosmonauts Talgat Musabayev
and Nikolai Budarin couldn't open the Mir's exit hatch and had to
call off the spacewalk.
Last Wednesday, they got the door open, but needed much longer
than expected to set up support equipment. They ran low on air —
their tanks hold enough for about seven hours — and had to return
to the station after almost seven hours.
The two cosmonauts still must install another foothold today before they can start working on the solar panel, which was damaged
. in a collision with a cargo ship last June.

Muslims make annual journey
MECCA, Saudi Arabia (AP) — Creating a sea of white robes,
more than two million Muslims stood in prayer today in 100-degree
heat at Arafat, the mount overlooking Mecca where the Prophet
Mohammed delivered his last sermon 14 centuries ago.
The annual pilgrimage, or hajj, to Mecca so far has been incidentfree, unlike previous years that were marred by fires and stampedes,
and the Saudis have gone out of their way to keep it that way.
The ritual today marks the climax of one of the most sacred days
of the Islamic calendar.

Iran, Iraq swap prisoners
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran and Iraq exchanged nearly 1,600
prisoners of war Sunday, bringing to more than 4,000 the number of
soldiers freed in four days as part of a far-reaching exchange.
Iran released 1,500 Iraqi prisoners and Iraq freed 89 Iranians at a
border crossing, Iran's state-run television said.
That brought to 4,058 — 3,800 Iraqis and 258 Iranians — the
number of prisoners released since Thursday as part of what Iran's
foreign minister described as a deal to swap all prisoners.
Up to 30,000 prisoners are thought to be held by both sides from
their 1980-88 war in which 1 . million people were killed or
wounded.

AROUND THE NATION
Company plans second Titanic
NEW YORK (AP) — All aboard! There are plans for another
Titanic.
A Swiss-U.S. partnership said it will build a $500 million, fullsize replica of the sunken luxury liner to cross the Atlantic on the
tragedy's 90th anniversary in April 2002.
Tickets will cost $10,000 to $100,000, organizers said. After the
voyage, the ship will serve as a pleasure cruiser.

Jackson seeks King death probe
NEW YORK (AP) — The Rev. Jesse Jackson has called on the
Justice Department to investigate whether the government played a
role in the death of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
"Our government was actively involved in destroying (King),"
Jackson said Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press."
Jackson said that he thinks convicted assassin James Earl Ray was
not solely responsible.
Last Thursday, King's widow, Coretta Scott King, called on President Clinton to establish a national commission to investigate the
assassination.

'Insane'inmate to be in court
SAN QUENTIN, Calif.(AP) — Unkempt, unwashed, unable to do
much more than mumble "word salads," death row inmate Horace
Kelly is so out of touch, his lawyers say, he thinks he's already been
executed eight times.
Kelly is scheduled to die April 14, unless lawyers making a lastditch effort to spare him can convince jurors that he's insane. A sanity hearing looks to the mind of a murderer for the answer to a question that hasn't been raised in California for 47 years: What happens
if a condemned prisoner goes mad?
The hearing was to begin today.
Kelly, 38, was sent to death row for murdering three people in a
seven-day rampage in November 1984. Two pf his victims, Sonia
Reed and Ursula Houser, were found on San Bernardino streets, shot
to death and nude from the waist down.
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Authorities probe death-threat cases
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Law
enforcement officials are investigating at least six incidents of
students making death threats
toward others, a Paducah newspaper reported.
Incidents involving students at
Paducah Tilghman High School,
Reidland High School, Farley
Elementary School and McNabb
Elementary School have resulted
in complaints made to the Paducah law enforcement agencies,
The Paducah Sun reported in a
copyright story Saturday.
All six occurred after alleged
threats made March 25 by a
Heath Elementary student and
March 27 by a Lone Oak High
School student. Grant Gagnon, a
Lone Oak senior, was arrested on
terroristic threatening charges after reportedly telling other students he "would kill Coach (Jim)
Mizell and make it look like an
accident."
The Heath Elementary student
has been suspended for the rest of
the school year. Gagnon has been
assigned to an alternative school
program and will appear before
McCracken District Judge Donna
Dixon on April 9.
McCracken County Sheriff
Frank Augustus and Paducah Police Chief Kermit Perdew have
pledged to join forces with school
officials to help bring an end to
violent threats made in public
schools.
"After the incident at Heath,
parents are totally scared to take
their kids to school," Augustus
said. "Some of these incidents
have been going on for years.
Now that Heath has happened,
they are coming out in the open.
"I think the schools are safe.
We're going to investigate these
complaints as much as we can.
These threats we're getting about
'I'm going to bring a gun to
school' and 'I'm going to kill
somebody,' we're going to check
them and if we have to do it every day, we will. 1 think it's a
shame."

On March 27, a teacher at
McNabb Elementary told Paducah police officer Philip Crider
that several students told her a
first-grade and fourth-grade student "were going to bring a gun
and shoot the students and the
(reporting) teacher."
The teacher was told the
threats came during a school bus
ride home on the afternoon of
March 24. The young suspects
were angry because the fourthgrader had been admonished by
the same teacher for harassing
other students.
At 9:20 a.m. Monday, a man
came to the sheriff's office and
told Deputy Jay Miller that the
parent of a boy with whom his
son had fought after school at
Reidland High threatened to kill
his entire family.
"She stated that she was going
to kill him and his family for
what his son (had) done to hers,"
the police report said. "(The woman) told him to come over and
she would take a knife and cut
him to pieces."
That same day, at 9:15 p.m., a
15-year -old Reidland High
School student called the sheriff's office and said she had been
warned not to come to school the
next day.
"Victim advised that (a
14-year-old male friend) told her
that (a 15-year-old Reidland High

School student) sent word for
(the 14-year-old male's) friends
not to go to school, and did not
elaborate any further," the deputy's report said.
On Tuesday, Paducah Police
Officer David Paul Wallace took
a report from the mother of a Paducah Tilghman student who said
her daughter was threatened by
another student because her
daughter wouldn't share some
candy with him.
Earlier Tuesday morning, Paducah Police patrolman Donald
Copley was notified by McNabb
Elementary Sch(x)I of a death

threat made by a 9-year-old student against a classmate.
The final incident reported to
the sheriff's department remains
under investigation. On Wednesday, a woman complained to deputies about yearlong threats
made against her fourth-grade
daughter at Farley Elementary
School.
'(The girl) told her mother
that the boy' grabbed a girl by the
throat one day and told her 'I'll
kill you.' (The girl) has told (the
mother) about a boy that picks on
everybody and tells them he is
going to kill them,"
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Road project dislocates bats
MARION, Ohio (AP) — An endangered bat species will have to
look elsewhere for mating and nesting grounds because of a $1.1
million road construction project.
City crews were scheduled to bulldoze about 150 trees today to
make way for a road through a new industrial park on the city's
north side, city Safety Director Dale Osborn told the Columbus Dispatch for a story Saturday.
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General to stop at Fort Knox

State hemp growers helpful
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky farmers arc hopeful that
Canada's recent move to legalize hemp growth for industrial pur-,
poses might provide future opportunities in the United States.
"Kentucky farmers are looking for anything that would sustain
the farming economy," said Joe Hickey, executive director of the
Hemp Growers Cooperative. "If the Canadian farmers get a big
jump on us, they're going to be ahead of the curve in the industry.
We'll be lagging behind to catch up."
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TAYLOR MILL, Ky.(AP) — Lisa Partin is closely monitoring
the temperature of the Ohio River this spring.
She knows that the warmer the river is, the more likely her husband's body is to surface.
Covington police Officer Mike Partin has been declared legally
dead but his body never found after he fell into the 36-degree,
murky river on Jan. 4. He fell about 90 feet while chasing a suspect
across the Clay Wade Bailey Bridge over the river between Covington, Ky., and Cincinnati.
Searchers dragged the frigid river and divers and experts used sonar to try to locate Partin's body but came up empty.

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) — Fort Knox could be in for some
encouraging news next week when an army general comes to town
to outline the post's future.
Gen. William Hartzog, commander of the Training and Doctrine
Command, will stop in Elizabethtown today for what some are calling a town hall meeting. at the Pritchard Community Center.
Some local economic development group officials are optimistic.
Debbie Painter, president of the Radcliff-Vine Grove Chamber of
Commerce, believes Hartzog will case community concerns about
Fort Knox's role in the Army of the future.
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EDITORIAL

Community needs
to support museum
For more than a year, the local rumor mill has been
spewing out dire predictions regarding the future of the
National Scouting Museum housed at Murray State
University.
Since 1986, the museum has served as a tourist attraction for our community, albeit serving a specialized
audience.
Yet the museum is embarking on a mission to become
more attractive to visitors — regardless of whether they
are familiar with the Boy Scout salute.
An aggressive marketing campaign has been launched
by director Susan Hardin, who is focusing on boosting
attendance figures.
According to her figures, an average of 18,260 people
have visited the museum since it changed from a threemonth to a nine-month operation in 1991.,
Once the new highway construction is complete and
access to Murray becomes easier, those figures will receive a natural boost.
Would visitation be greater if the museum were located in St. Louis, which is reportedly very interested in
the facility?
Probably. But Murray was selected more than a decade ago as the site thanks to intense lobbying by local
officials.
And as anyone familiar with Calloway County should
know, once we get something, we aren't likely to give it
up without a fight.
In addition to the various exhibits, including many original Norman Rockwell paintings, the museum offers
meeting room space for group functions.
The outdoor challenge course provides countless
hours of excitement for area youngsters eager to try
their skills while the adults take turn snapping
photographs.
The admission rates are reasonable for a visit that is
both entertaining and instructional. And an added bonus
is that the museum is set against the backdrop of a university campus offering endless opportunities for
visitors.
Rather than taking this resource for granted, it might
be beneficial for the community to do its part in promoting our local cultural opportunities.
While we can't force the attendance figures to increase, we can certainly make every effort to use every
resource at our disposal to support the museum.
One thing is certain: if the museum relocates, we
won't get it back.

State hopes it's par for course
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The late Mary Ray Oaken, who
was secretary of the Tourism Cabinet under Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, once floated the idea of turning Kentucky into a golf
destination.
Oaken, who was also commissioner of the Parks Department
for Gov. Paul Patton before she
succumbed to cancer, thought
golfers would flock — although
golfers more often collect in a
gaggle than a flock — to Kentucky if there were enough
courses.

are scheduled for Dale Hollow
Lake, Prestonsburg, Pineville,
Yatesville Lake, My Old Kentucky Home, Kincaid Lake, Grayson Lake, Red Fox and even
someplace called Sleepy Hollow.
Work is to be done at the courses
at Audubon and Pennyrile state
parks.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
All

Associated Press News Analysis

fers how their round went and
they'll tell you about every rotten
shot they hit, every bad break and
every lipped-out putt. They'll often leave out their score and the
$5 they won from their partner. A
rare golfer indeed is the one that
expresses satisfaction with their
game.

It's a shame Mary Ray did not
live to see the 1998-2000 state
budget, where there are golf
courses planned from Mineral
Mounds in the west to Red Fox
in the east and points in between.
A dozen courses or improvements
are contained in the budget, costing somewhere in the neighborhood of $35 million.

—Golfers will buy anything.
Just look at what some of them
wear. Just look at some of the
contraptions sold in golf stores
and magazines. Sure, it may look
like some medieval torture rack,
but it might just take strokes off

That might seem like a lot of
money, but it is important to remember two fundamental truths
about golfers:
—Golfers lie. Or at a minimum
obfuscate. We're not talking about where a ball sits on the
course here. Golfers lie. Ask gol-

your game.
It is the second item that provides the basis for the wisdom of
the $35 million investment.
Former Gov. Julian Carroll,
when he ran again in 1987,
thought something along those
lines when he promoted the idea

of the golf train. He proposed
buying up old rail rights of way
and building new ones to cart
trains full of golfers into Kentucky to play and pay.
Alabama did something similar. Through one of its public employee retirement investment
plans, it built a series of golf
courses up and down the state.
The Robert Trent Jones Golf
Trail is a fixture in the state's
tourism promotion efforts.
South Carolina has not made
the same sort of public investment in courses, but it has similar
promotional efforts. •North Carolina has the same scheme. Even
Michigan, which might seem a
peculiar place to attract golfers,
who generally find it difficult to
chase — much less find — that
little white sphere in the snow,
bills itself as a golf destination.
In Kentucky, new golf courses
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Building new golf courses was
not the only interest this time around in the General Assembly.
There were repeated attempts to
make them more attractive.
There may be a third thing to
know about golfers — many of
them like to drink. And, for some
inexplicable reason, some golf
courses are located in dry
territories.
Sen. Tom Buford, RNicholasville, has tried for two
sessions to help fix that oversight. He has sponsored legislation that would allow dry precincts that contain golf courses
that are located in counties where
there are some wet areas to hold
local option elections. It has been
defeated on straight up votes. But
he tried to fade it in or hook it
around the obstruction on a couple of occasions without success.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader — State Rep, Pete Worthington says
he didn't know his bag was loaded when he set out to watch the
University of Kentucky Wildcats waltz across Texas last weekend.
There's really no reason to doubt him, since you would have to
be pretty dumb — or pretty intent on committing a terrorist act to intentionally smuggle a .22-caliber pistol onto an airplane these
days. Whatever else friend or foe might say about him, the Ewing
Democrat doesn't come across as stump-dumb or suicidally
fanatical.
So, call this an oversight on Worthington's part — an early
morning packing job that didn't include checking to see if the suitcase was armed and dangerous.
But even after giving him the benefit of a doubt, Worthington's
run-in with the law in Dallas is worrisome for at least a few
reasons.
First, and perhaps foremost for anyone who flies, is the realization that the skies may not be as friendly or as safe as we thought.
The fact that the gun in Worthington's bag went undetected when
he boarded his initial flight at the Cincinnati-Northern Kentucky
International Airport makes you wonder how good airport security
measures are.
Finally, there is this growing gun mentality in America and in
Kentucky. Worthington, who keeps a loaded gun in his house for
protection but does not appear to have a permit to carry a concealed weapon, is one example. Another was provided in the General
Assembly recently, when ministers were given the right to carry
concealed deadly weapons on church property just in case someone
comes along wanting to rob them of the congregation's collection
plate.
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Lewinsky story tough on editors
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
burst of soul-searching brought
on by That Story, America's editors are wrestling with questions
of sources, sex and the reaction
of readers to their coverage of the
Monica Lewinsky case.
They don't have any clear answers because issues like those,
and the broader concerns underlying them — privacy, accuracy,
how to inform and at the same
time satisfy people — are as old
as journalism and resistant to any
one-formula solution.
In the end, the decisions depend on the story, the editor, the
reporter — and news judgment,
which itself defies simple
definition.
The American Society of
Newspaper Editors made credibility the theme of its annual convention and that led inevitably to
the issues raised by reporting and
commentary on the allegations
that President Clinton had a sexual relationship with the former
White House intern and tried to
get her to lie about it.
Moderating a discussion of
those issues, media analyst Marvin Kalb joked that it was the
4,432nd panel about the president's sex life.
"This week," he added. "In
Washington."
Well, not quite. But appraising,
critiquing and often lamenting the
coverage of that special prosecutor case and the intertwined Paula
Jones sexual harassment lawsuit
— dismissed Wednesday by a

-Mt

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
federal judge — in panels, seminars and television talk shows arc
part of the routine in Washington
now.
So have been the stories about
the latest chapter in Kenneth
Staff's investigation, and earlier,
the sometimes salacious accusations in the Jones lawsuit, along
with the White House response
team that worked to undercut the
credibility of Clinton's accusers.
Much of it attributed to unidentified sources, much of it dealing
with topics once reserved for the
most sensational of the tabloids.
"Other media that do not share
newspaper standards are recasting
the definitions of news," Sandra
Rowe,, editor of the Portland
Oregonian and outgoing president
of ASNE said told the editors.
"But we do not have to be pulled
along."
But in the hours of credibility
and coverage discussions that followed, the consensus was that
mainstream media outlets have
been, as Internet or tabloid TV
outlets feed out reports that do
not meet journalistic standards
but quickly circulate. Then the

-4.-,2,.......101•Anin.F.

dilemma is for the editor whose
newspaper has higher standards,
but whose readers will be puzzled
or irritated if they don't see anything in print. Often the answer is
to put it into the newspaper, in a
story that may raise questions about the claim, but nonetheless recirculates it.
"Lowest common denominator
journalism has now become the
norm," said Larry Sabato, a political science professor at the
University of Virginia. ''The war
for higher standards is over."
Rowe differed. "New media
will not adopt our standards,"
she said. "We are foolish to treat
them as if they have. ... The high
road is there if we will just take
it."
"The notion that readers have
created the demand for lowest
common denominator journalism
is false," she said. "We are doing that ourselves. We can and
must stop."
Two Washington news executives told of their efforts to make
sure the truth is sifted from the
sources who insist on being
shielded by anonymity. Jonathan

P. Wolman, chief of bureau for
The Associated Press, told the
editors that far more anonymous
information is spiked, unused,
than ever is sent on the AP wire.
Leonard Downie, executive editor
of The Washington Post, said his
newspaper strives, insofar as the
strictures of its anonymous sources permit, to describe them and
thus identify their potential motives, for or against Clinton.
Wolman said one aspect of the
overall Lcwinsky coverage that
may grate on readers is an imbalance between opinionated TV
talk and printed commentary and
straight, factual reporting.
"The reporting has often been
swamped by the commentary,"
he said.
Even the subject matter, sexual
conduct once discussed only in
hushed privacy, now emblazoned
in print, makes editors as uneasy
as it makes some readers, about
propriety and about privacy
rights.
Downie said he was concerned
"about how far we've gone" and
what that may mean for the
future.
"It's too early, I think, to see
what the lessons of this are going
to be," he said.
But one lesson is evident.
There will be more panels, appraisals and efforts to find answers, because the hard tasks of
news didn't begin when Monica
Lcwinsky's name made the newspapers, and won't end when it is
forgotten.
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UK faculty win ag economics awards
Four faculty members of the
University of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture received awards at the
Southern Agricultural Economics
Association recently.
"We are proud of our faculty.
These awards attest to their strength
in stimulating thought and solving
problems," said Lynn Robbins,
chair of the ag econ department at
UK.
Eldon Smith, emeritus professor
of agricultural economics, received
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Austin Webb finished first in the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 691
Youth Essay Contest at Calloway County High School. Presenting Austin with a $50 savings bond and a certificate is Helen Tidwell of the
V.F.W.

SCS

Late

Seth Bryant finished second in the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 691
Youth Essay Contest at Calloway County High School. Presenting Seth
with a $15 savings bond and a certificate is Helen Tidwell of the V.F.W.

the Lifetime Achievement Award
by the association. Smith was a
member of the agricultural economics faculty for 34 years prior to
retiring in 1992.
Smith is known for his "powerful
and enduring contributions in research, teaching, and service to the
field of agricultural economics and
to the University of Kentucky,"
Robbins said.
At UK,Smith conducted revolu-

Baugher wins spelling bee
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
After 15 rounds, only Kyra Davies of Lexington and Christie
Baughcr of Floyds Knobs, Ind.,
were left standing in the Derby
Festival Spelling Bee.
The next three rounds Saturday
were a standoff. Kyra correctly
spelled "anthography," "oleander" and "binary," while
Christie spelled "vineyard,"
"coniferous" and "silhouette."
In the 18th round, after Kyra
spelled "rotundity," Christie
stumbled on "corrugated,— spelling it with an "i" instead of a
"u."
Kyra appeared headed for victory until she got confused halfway through spelling "emaciated." She started over and

spelled it correctly, but it didn't
count because she was wrong the
first time.
That gave Christie another
chance, and she spelled "capacious." After Kyra misspelled
"infinitesimal," Christie correctly spelled "giantesque" and
was given a chance to win.
It was obvious that Christie
was unfamiliar with the final
word: "tumid," which means
swollen or enlarged. She asked
the moderator to give a definition
and to use it in a sentence. She
sounded nervous, but got it right
and won.
An eighth-grader at Floyd Central Junior High School, Christie,
13, admitted later that she
guessed.
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Kentucky to receive $357,000
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Wildlife Habitat Incentives
Program (WHIP) will receive $24
million during 1998, of which Kentucky is expected to receive
$357,000 in financial assistance.
The WHIP, administered by the
USDA's Natural Resources Conservation Service, provides financial
and technical assistance to help
landowners improve fish and wildlife habitat on private lands. The
WHIP allows each state to tailor its
program to ensure the greatest benefits for threatened or endangered
habitats and/or animals.
Kentucky's WHIP focuses on the
restoration of Kentucky's native
habitats that are in decline. These
habitats include native grass prairies, early successional habitat, wetlands, and other habitats where
threatened and endangered wildlife
abide.
Practices eligible for cost share
assistance include native grass establishment,fescue conversion,tree
and shrub plantings, wetland creation,fencing for livestock exclusion
from woodland and streams, alternative water, aquatic habitat restoration, wildlife watering ponds,and
other practices. WHIP pays up to 75
percent cost share to establish, manage, and maintain these practices
during five-to-10-year cost share
agreement period.
WHIP sign-up began April 1,
however, after that date a continuous sign-up for the WHIP is offered.
Applications must include more
than five acres to ensure enough
area for a noticeable habitat improvement.
WHIP is a competitive program
where applications are ranked according to their environmental benefits. Applications having the greatest benefits to wildlife habitat will
receive cost share. Applications

ranking periods will occur throughout the year as money is appropriated to Kentucky.
The first application ranking period will extend from April 1 to May
29. To ensure that your wildlife
habitat improvement project receives consideration during the first
ranking period,sign up at your local
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources biologist between April 1 and May 29.

experience will save' the
taxpayer money.
P.14 Par fty Phil Muds

Two other UK agricultural eLo
nomists,.Steve ls:lacs and Ric:II:ad
Trimble, received the "Extension
Program Award" for their larni
management training program.
Robbins said.
Since their farm manageinem
program began, more than
farmers have participated and eac..11
group finishing the program give,
the course high marks, Robbins
said.
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fiber optic broadband network.
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A New Jail; A New
Kind of Jailer

Phil Hazle
His 22 years corrections

visiting scholar, working on Lroi
insurance issues at the
Research Service of the l - SI)A
"Skees is recognized for his irimivativeness in his teaching of agricultural policy. Each year, he a:companies his class on an enriLli
ment trip to Washington D.C. Thi,
trip provides first-hand expo-lei-4.e
of the policy environment and is
fully integrated into the course
Robbins said.
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April Ramsey finished third in the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 691
Youth Essay Contest at Calloway County High School. Presenting April
with a $50 savings bond and a certificate is Helen Tidwell of the V.F.W.

tionary and original work in the
areas of rural economic development, agricultural cooperatives and
markets, and international agricultural development. And he established UK's first research and teaching programs in agricultural economic development and economic
development of depressed rural
areas.
Smith also participated in hearings leading to the Area Development Act of 1960. His testimony in
Washington D.C. brought national
recognition to the problem of depressed rural regions in the South,
Robbins said.
Jerry Skees, professor of agricultural economics, was awarded this
year's "Teaching of a Course"
Award for his agricultural policy
course. Skees has been with the
University of Kentucky in a teaching and research position since
1981. For a short time he served as a
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• During this time, you may experience some interruptions
in service. We will not interrupt service on weekends or
holidays.
•ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY
BEFORE 5:00 P.M.

753-5005

•
This area (below the line) includes
Node "G", "86, 1" 8 I'

Call
if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our website at...
http://campus.murraystate.edu/cablecomm

Blood River Baptist Association is making plans for the expected 300 migrant farm workers
here this summer.
The association would like to
give each migrant a "Care Kit."
Items needed include tooth brush,
tooth paste, comb, soap, two
wash cloths, two hand towels,
deodorant, after shave, razors,

shaving cream and shampoo.
Also the association will provide a Spanish New Testament to
each migrant.
Any person who would like to
provide a kit, may place these
items in a gollon-size ziplock
bag. For more information call
the associational office at
437-4203.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 7 and 8, according to Sandy Linn,
youth services director for the library. The theme will be Easter. A
special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age
2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and Story Hour is at
10:30 a.m. on both days. For information call 753-2288.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Years In Business
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Formal Wear and Limousine

Two IRS training representatives of American Association of Retired Persons will be filing income tax forms for Senior Citizens at
Glendale Road Church of Christ building each Tuesday through
April 14. Persons may call 753-3714 for an appointment.

•Weddings •Proms •Banquets •Birthdays •Annwersenes

304 Main St.
, 4ggnsa,
Murray, KY 42071
116 N. Market
(502) 753-1300
Paris, TN 38242
Book limousine
(502) 759-4713
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
Toll Free
For Prom!
1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879

Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today (Monday) at 4 p.m. in the counselor's room.
Agenda items include budget, math adoption, consolidate plan, policy and procedures. The public is invited.

Bridge play on Wednesday
Lori Allison England
and Christopher L. Nichols

3 GREAT REASONS TO JOIN
THE YMCA TODAY!
NO S50
"RFJOINER" FEE FOR THE
MONTH OF APRIL.
Tins IS THE ONLY MONTII IN 1998
WIIERE TillS WII I

D

GET A FRIEND TO SIGN-I JP
AND WE'LL GIVE YOU A
NEW COOL "Y" T-SHIRT.

England and Nichols
wedding to be June 20
Larry and Jobeth England of Murray announce the engagement and
upcoming marriage of their dat.ghter, Lori Allison England, to Christopher L. Nichols, son of Dr. Brenda and Harry Nichols of Suffolk,
Va.
Miss England is the granddaughter of Dwight Watson and the late
Mary Elizabeth Watson and the late Roy and Gracie England, all of
Murray.
Mr. Nichols is the grandson of the late Marvin Ashby and the late
Mrs. C. Jane Adams of Louisville, and of Mrs. Virginia Nichols and
the late Harry L. Nichols of Henderson.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School
and a 1995 graduate of Murray State University with a B.A. degree in
public relations. She was involved with The Murray State News, the
Shield yearbook staff, and a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority. She is an Internet Services Marketing Representative with
The Lendman Group of Virginia Beach, Va.
The groom-elect is a 1991 graduate of Kempsville High School,
Virginia Beach, and a 1996 graduate of Old Dominion University,
Norfolk, Va., with a B.S. degree in finance and management. He was
a member of Theta Chi fraternity. He is Executive Team Leader of
Logistics with Target Stores, Inc. of Norfolk.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 20, 1998, at First Baptist
Church, Murray.

Special services
start here tonight
St. John's Episcopal Church at
1620 W. Main St., Murray, has
activities planned for this week.
Informal communion will be
tonight (Monday) from 7 to 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
will be Communion and Rite of
Healing.
On Wednesday Tenebrae (a
candlelight service of psalms)
will be at 7 p.m.
On Maundy Thursday at 7 p.m.
will be communion, foot washing
and prayer vigil.
Good Friday events include
Stations of the Cross at noon and
prayers, meditations and sermon
at 7 p.m.
On Holy Saturday an Easter
vigil will be at 7 p.m.
The Festival Eucharist will be
at 10:30 a.m. on Easter Sunday,
April 14.
The public is invited to celebrate Easter at St. John's, a
church member said.

Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
, April 8, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Mary
Alice Smith at 753-3487.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April 7,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Don Hellcamp will speak
about the work of a mission group in Mexico. This will be dues
night. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene at 753-2350.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be offering blood pressure checks, pulse, and two-hour blood sugar
screenings at its stops this month. The blood sugar test must be performed two hours after completing a meal. Also a Stool for Occult
Blood Screening Kit is available for $4. On Tuesday, April 7, the
express will be at Burton's Service Station at Lynn Grove from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. and at Tri City Grocery from 12:30 to 3 p.m.. On
Wednesday the express will be at Murray Post Office from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday's stops will be at Wal-Mart
at Paris, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Minit Mart at Purycar,
Tenn., from 1 to 3 p.m.

Kenlake plans golf play
The Kenlake Ladies Golf Association will officially start its 1998
playing season on Wednesday, April 8. Tee time will be 10 a.m.
each Wednesday morning. Anyone interested in joining this group
call Hazel Hill at 1-502-354-6535 or Dotty Elliott at
1-502-354-6977.

Kirkscy Baptist Church will have revival services through Wednesday, April 8. The Rev. Mark Thweatt, pastor of New Home Baptist Church, will speak at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. A
nursery will be provided.
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Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday, April 7, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Dexter Center. The potluck luncheon will be served on second
Tuesday, April 14. All interested persons are invited.

The Kentucky Extension Homemaker Association will be April 27
to 29 at the Executive Inn, Paducah. Workshops and tours will be
Monday and Tuesday, and training sessions will be on Tuesday. Jane
Steely, county extension agent in home economics for Calloway
County, urges all homemakers and interested persons to attend.

Allen Golf Scramble April 18
The 1998 Phillip Allen Memorial Two-Person Golf Scramble,
sponsored by Murray Lions Club, will be Friday, April 18, at Murray Country Club. The charity event will begin with a shotgun start
at noon. The entry fee of $35 per golfer covers the cost of green fees
and a cart. Prizes will be awarded for first, second, fifth, 10th and
15th places. In addition, prizes will be given for closest to the pin on
two holes and for the longest drive. Persons interested in playing
may call the Murray Country Club Pro Shop at 753-9430 to sign up.
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Our Easter Models: Jay & Ken lee McAlpin
Select From Our 'kid Perfect'Brands
•
Vran,isc-o Blues • Kite Strings
•Ci.ttontail Onginals • Alexis
•Good Lad
• Peaches N Cream • Plum Pudding • Hollydays
• Ruth of Carolina
• Allison Rose
•C 1. Castro
• Buster Brown
• Robert Jackson • Nautica
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Sarah DeLynn Walker
and Brandon W. Oliver

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie L. Walker of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sarah DeLynn Walker, to Brandon W. Oliver, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Sparlin of Fairfield, Ill.
Miss Walker is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Billington and the late Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Walker, all of Calloway
County.
Mr. Oliver is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Farmer, and Mrs.
Margrette Oliver and the late Melvin Oliver, all of Fairfield, Ill.
The bride-elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High
School, and a 1997 graduate of Murray State University where she
graduated magna cum laude with a Bachelor of Science degree in
elementary education. She is employed as a primary teacher by Calloway County Schools.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Fairfield Community High
School and a 1997 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in accounting. He is an accountant at Blythe and
Associates of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 20, 1998, at 4 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the Christian Activity Center at the
church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception. Only out-of-town invitations are being sent.

Murray Country Club ladies
schedule golfand luncheon
The ladies of Murray Country
Club have activities planned for
Wednesday, April 8.
A luncheon will be served at
noon with Edith Garrison, Barbara Erwin, Bonnie Jones, Rebecca West, Margery Shown and
Frances Matarazzo as hostesses.
Reservations should be made by
today by calling Erwin at
753-4136.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 — Louise Lamb, Beth Belote,
Nancy Ilaverstock;

Discount cards
are being sold
Parents of Murray High School
Seniors are selling discount cards
for $5.
The cards carry the names of
21 Murray businesses who have
offered discounts. The cards will
not expire until January of 1999.
Funds from the sale will go
toward Project Graduation for the
MHS seniors.
For information call Cindy
Howard, Cheryl Crouch, or Janice and Joe Hedges.

Monday, April 6
Calloway County Concerned
Citizens/7 p m /meeting room of Calloway County Public Library
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p m /Annex of Calloway County
Public Library
Murray Barn Dance Association's
evening of live music and dancing/7 30
p m /Carr Health Building, MSU Public
invited Info/753-2947.
Muaay Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council/4 p m in Room
109
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons/7 30 p m.lodge hall.
West View Nursing Home West Fork
Baptist Church/10 30 a m
Parents Anonymous/6 p .m
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building Info/1-800-606-6047
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women/7 p m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Liturgy
Committee/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6-30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Betty Sledd
Group/7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 7
Murray Main Street Board of
Directors/8 am /downtown branch of
Peoples Bank
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/6:30 p.m./fire station
at Almo.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m /club house
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100
Overeaters Anonymous 7 30
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Call
753-7490, Chris, before attending.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9 30 a m . Story
Hour/10:30 a m
Murray Optimist Club/6.30 p m /Log
Cabin Restaurant
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS KY #34 meeting/6:30
p.m./Clinic building, Murray. Info/
Marcia at 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Health Enhancement Weight Group
meeting/1:30 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library. Info/753-0911.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/1-800-606-6047.
West View Nursing Home Coffee
Hour/10 a m Bingo/10:30 a.m.: MSU
Time/6 -30 p m.
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Circle letters as you find just a few
of the foods that you can choose as
part of this weight loss program.
Chicken, Shrimp, Egg, Steak, Snapper,
Cheese, Bread

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

April 11, 1998

General Purpose
Exterior Oil Gloss
Aluminum Paint
• For prepared wood.
masonry & primed
metal surfaces
• Outstanding durability
No 756 - Silver

0933-73468
95
1,4.-

• Bnggs & Stratton twin cyNnder. full pressure lubrication engine,
hydrostatic transmission, three blade high-vacuum deck

Kills fleas & other soil surface insects

799

122R

Our
Price

Nuggets
Dog Food

Rebate-2
°°
Final
Cost

599

*brnft S6 per household

Insect & Grub
Control #102-37289
• Contains
5% Diazinon

Treats up to 5.000 sq. ft.

,.-------

099

1102 3720€

Cliestaut St., Murray
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• #939-6-14
• ASTM class III zinc coating
• Does same lob as
conventional fence with
heavier gauge filler wires

Termite Kill IL
with Dursban49
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Murray, K

Spring into a new you
& lose those egg-stra
pounds!!

APPLY NOW!

Additional Sizes Also Sale Priced
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• 30-3-3
• Contains Trimee for greater
weed control
• Covers 5.000 sq ft
• Contains iron for quick green up
• Slow-release for 14 weeks
of feeding

Motto
High-Tensile
Field Fence

ell#0114oN
0
41040

•

Dandelion &
Broadleaf Weed
Control with Fertilizer

60qP,o.

753-1851

For Both Men 8 Women
C H I C)( E NS B

502-527-0605

join our
bridal registry.
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767-0780

800-273-5184

SERVING CALLOWAY, MARSHALL, McCRACKEN & BALLARD COUNTIES

Ronald Hodges

General - Monarch
Laramie - Firestone
BF Goodrich
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A NEW CONCEPT IN CARPET CLEANING

•DRYS QUICKLY (APPROX. 1 liFfi
•SAFE AND NONTOXIC
•REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS
•NO DIRT ATTRACTING RESIDUE
-UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

Mona Boggess

East Main • 753-5606
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LAKELAND

Special

46 in. cut, 20 Hp Lawn Tractor

95

599
1103-75055

5 Hp Rear Tine
Tiller w/Reverse
• Briggs & Stratton engine
• Counter rotating
tines with 18 in
tilling width
• Handle adjusts
side to side,
up & down
• 16 in wheels,
cast iron frame

4

NEED YOUR CARPET CLEANED?
WHY RISK STEAM OR SHAMPOO?

75th
Anniversary
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Westside Veterinary Service

Prices goad thru

"
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by Pau/a Campbell, Professional GroomerCALL (502) 7532-6749

/
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• For any age dog
• All-natural ingredients

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
University Square

Tuesday, April 7
First Christian Church CWF Group
at 11 am
First Presbyterian Cnuron Long
Range Planning meeting 6 45 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church Food
Co-Opi9 15 a m , Book Discussion
noon Ladies Guild 7 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class 9 45 a m
West Fork Baptist Church Women
Mission Group/7 p m
First United Methodist Church UMW
Executive meeting/9 a m
Ouilters/9 30 a m
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 am Lottie Moon Group 10 a m
w/Velma Wisehart
Dorothy
Group/10 30 am w:'Estelle Gray.
Aerobics/5 30 p m , Kathlee Jones
Group/2 p m
w'Leone Travis.
Aerobics/5.30 p m . Bea Walker
Group/7 p.m w:E3ea Walker
Glendale Road Church of Christ Ladies Bible Class/9.30 a m
Murray -Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7 30
a m -4 p m Info/753-0576.
Bull Test Sale, sponsored by MSU
department of agricultureMest Kentucky Expo Center_ Info/762-6930

Pier 1 Imports

Anyone not listed in the lineup
may come and be paired at the
tee. All levels of players are welcome. Cancellations should be
made by calling the pro-shop.

tornevas •Norrraviii

APRIL 6

PET GROOMING SERVICE
6

Bridal
2ZeistrY

Tee 3 — Carolyn Sanning, Claudia
Berry, Rowena Cullom, Michelle Orr;
Tee 4 — Billie Cohoon, Martha Sue
Ryan, Ann Brown, Betty Scott;
Tee 5 — Marilyn Adkins, Barbara
Gray, Anna Mary Adams, Peggy
Shoemaker;
Tee 6 — Rainey Apperson, Jennyc Sue
Smock, Freda Steely, Cathryn Garrott;
Tee 8 — Veneta Ward, Jennifer
Crouse, Sue Outland, Toni llopson;
Tee 9 — Mary Bogard, Frances Hulse,
Inus Orr, Lisa Carver;
Tee 10 — Sally Crass, Diane Villanova, Peggy Veal, Betty Stewart.

MONDAY
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STATESMAN

• Contains,,EPA approved
Dursban which effectively
controls termites, carpenter
ants & other wood-infesting
insects

0
011M1111 ap,

Registered trademark ot Dr., Eianc

Easi-to-Stir
Driveway
Sealer
• Slip-resistant finish
ideal for surfaces
that are slippery
when wet
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Bulls look solid
in 109-94 win at
Houston Sunday

Calloway
falls 9-3 to
Tilghman
Saturday

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
It looks like the dog days of
the NBA season haven't quite ended yet. How else to explain why
so many playoff contenders
played like mongrels against the
mutts of the league.
Seattle barely beat Denver.
Utah barely beat Vancouver.
Indiana barely beat Milwaukee.
Cleveland barely beat the
Clippers.
And that wasn't all Sunday.
The Lakers needed overtime to
beat Detroit, Atlanta lost at home
to Minnesota and New York was
simply flattened by Boston.
With only two weeks left in
the regular season, only the Chicago Bulls looked like a team
ready to start the postseason. Despite being without Luc Longley
and Toni Kukoc, the Bulls overpowered the faltering Houston
Rockets 109-94 to extend their
winning streak to 12 games —
the longest in the NBA this
season.
"We have a lot of turmoil on

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH — Calloway
County fell behind 5-0 after four
innings and never caught up in a
9-3 loss at Paducah Tilghman
Saturday.
Tilghman (5-0) took a 3-0 lead
in the first inning and added two
more scores in the fourth. Calloway (1-7) closed the gap to 5-1 in
the sixth before Tilghman added
four more runs in the bottom half
of the inning. The Lakers scored
twice in the seventh.
"They jumped out on us early;
through five inns we didn't get
any hits, and it's hard when you
spot somebody runs like that
early," Calloway coach Eddie
Morris said. "We dug ourselves a
hole early and we couldn't get
out of it."
Tilghman out-hit Calloway
11-4. Willie Morris took the loss
for the Lakers, who committed
four errors.
"In the first inning they had

this team, but when we get on the
court everything is fine,'' Dennis
Rodman said after Chicago improved the league's best record to
58-17.
In other games. Seattle edged
Denver 87-83, Utah defeated
Vancouver 99-93, Indiana nipped
Milwaukee 93-92, Cleveland outlasted the Clippers 94-93, the
Lakers topped Detroit 105-103 in
overtime, Minnesota topped Atlanta 97-96, Boston drubbed New
York 102-92, Washington defeated Orlando 88-85, Philadelphia beat Toronto 116-104 and
Sacramento topped Dallas
105-99.
Michael Jordan scored 40
points for the Bulls, reaching that
plateau for the 1 1 th time this season. Scottie Pippen added 20
points, eight assists and five
blocked shots while Scott Burrell
had 15 points.
Rodman had 12 rebounds and a
season-high eight assists and Bill
Wennington, making only his
third start of the year because of
a foot injury to Kukoc, added 14.

File photo

Scottie Pippen (left) and Bill Wennington combined for 34 points Sunday as the Chicago Bulls recorded their
12th straight win, 109-94 at Houston.

• See Page 9

Pitching
dominates
NL Sunday

Yankees hold on to
beat A's for first win
New York avoids 0-4 start

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Kevin Brown shut out Mark
McGwire. Curt Schilling outdueled Greg Maddux. Ramon
Martinez was nearly perfect and
Masato Yoshii made a neat start.
On a day when pitching ruled
the NL, however, Andy Butes
and the Arizona Diamondbacks
made history.
The expansion Diamondbacks
won for the first time ever, stopping a five-game losing streak
Sunday night with a 3-2 victory
over the San Francisco Giants.
"I just happened to be the guy
who was out there and got lucky
on a few not-so-well executed
pitches," said Benes, who overcame two home runs by Bill
Mueller.
Arizona's win left Montreal as
the only winless team in the majors. Tampa Bay, baseball's other
first-year club, is 4-2 in the AL.
McGwire's bid to become the
only NL player to homer in his
first five games ended in the St.
Louis Cardinals' 8-7 loss to the
San Diego Padres. He went
1-for-4 with a walk, striking out
twice against the sinkerballing
Brown.
"He was as nasty as ever,"
• See Page 9

File photo

Derek Jeter drove in two runs in the 10th inning Sunday to help the New York Yankees to their
first win of the season, 9-7 over Oakland.

of the way, so we can just go out and
By TOM WITHERS
play."
AP Sports Writer
Elsewhere in the AL, it was: CleveThe Yankees' first win was again in
6, Anaheim 4; Boston 10, Seattle
land
doubt, and although their owner was
5; Tampa Bay 5, Chicago 0; Baltimore
thousands of miles away, George
6, Detroit 3; Minnesota 10, Kansas
Steinbrenner's presence could be felt in
City 1; and Texas 6, Toronto 5.
New York's gloomy dugout.
With New York leading 7-5 in the
But after beginning Sunday as the
ninth,
Rivera was one strike away from
AL's only winless team, baseball's
a save when he strained his groin and
highest-salaried squad closed out win
had to leave. Graeme Lloyd came on
No. 1 — a 9-7 victory in 10 innings
and
walked Matt Stairs before Jason
over the Oakland Athletics.
Giambi homered to tie it 7-7.
It wasn't easy. New York blew two
The Yankees were expected to wait
late-inning leads and lost closer Marseveral days before deciding
for
iano Rivera to an injury before it was
whether Rivera would go on the disabover.
led list.
"It was an important win, but even
In the top of the inning, Oakland remore important because it was our first
liever Mike Fetters was also forced out
one," said Jeff Nelson, who picked up
after straining his left calf. He's exthe victory in relief. "I felt more nervpected to miss three weeks.
ous out there today than I did in the
"I like the way it turned out but I
World Series."
didn't
like how the game went:: YankNew York was in danger of starting
ees manager Joe Torre said. "It's a
a season 0-4 for the first time since
very costly victory, for both teams.
1973, Steinbrenner's first year as
Two
clubs lose their closer. Just weird.
owner. Although he didn't make the
A strange game."
trip west, Steinbrcnner had criticized
Indlans 6, Angels 4
his team after the Yankees lost their
At
Anaheim,
Calif., David Justice
season opener at Anaheim.
went 3-for-3 with his first homer and
After the Yankees blew a two-run
Charles Nagy pitched 7 1-3 strong inlead in the ninth, Chuck Knoblauch
nings as Cleveland remained the only
and Derck Jeter drove in runs in the
unbeaten team in the majors.
10th inning.
The Indians' 5-0 start is their best
"Get the champagne out, because
since 1966, when they opened with 10
this one was a hard one to get," Jeter
said. "But now we've got this one out
• See Page 9

Martin downplays problems at Texas 500
Takes home second
race title of season
By JMME ARON
AP Sports Writer
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP)
— In its uphill fight for positive
publicity, the Texas Motor
Speedway couldn't have asked
for a better Texas 500 champion
than Mark Martin.
Martin, the first driver ever to
turn a lap on the 1 /
1 2 -mile oval
and the winner of the track's first
race, won Sunday's Winston Cup
race, then immediately began trying to pump the $130 million
superspeedway.
"This is a state-of-the art facility that we come to and for that
I'm thankful," Martin said.
"You've got to hand it to some-

body who is willing to stand up
and make a move to further the
sport, to better the sport, to raise
the image of the sport.
"This is an awesome place to
be and it's a big place to win, regardless of if it is a one-groove
track or whatever else negative
you want to say about the track's
surface.''
His comments were echoed by
his car's owner, Jack Roush,
whose cars have won three of the
first four NASCAR events hosted
by the year-old track.
"Whenever we get a new track
like this that has different characteristics there is some anxiety,
but we have positive feelings for
it," Roush said. "Over time, this
track will be fondly thought of
for its uniqueness the same as
people feel anxious about it today
for its uniqueness."

Mark Martin
Some of the unique things about the track arc a fourth turn that
has a bump in the middle and is
considered dangerously tight at
the exit, a first turn that tends to

get wet even when it's not raining and a surface that drivers say
is too slick to handle side-by-side
racing.
All the negatives crystallized
on the first turn of the second
lap, when a highway-style chain
reaction of crashes damaged 10
cars, knocking three out of the
race. The pileups, which delayed
the race by 33 minutes, ended
any hopes of victory for Dale
Earnhardt and Jeff Gordon and
caused many drivers' bitter feelings to resurface.
"I've never seen anything like
this," said 27-year veteran Darrell Waltrip, one of crash victims
and the cause of a similar fiasco
in virtually the same spot on the
first lap last year.
"It's just a terrible race
track," said Kenny Wallace, also
damaged in the wrecks.

Speedway general manager Ed- spite finishing 12th.
die Gossagc vowed that things
Martin pulled into the lead for
will improve.
good with 30 laps left as he over"We want these drivers and took teammate Chad Little comNASCAR to know that we will ing out of a caution. Little wound
make the changes and improve- up second, the best of his
ments necessary to the speed- 128-start career, to provide
way," he said. "We will ask the Roush with a 1-2 finish.
drivers for their input and most
Roush drivers also finished
certainly seek direction from fifth (Johnny Benson), 29th (Jeff
NASCAR."
Burton) and 30th (Ted
There's no doubt drivers would Musgrave).
like this place to be perfect. After
all, the race drew roughly
Burton, the defending champ200,000, about 15,000 more than ion, led for 48 laps before his car
last year, and the overall purse suffered damage on the right
was more than $4 million, one of side. That same problem knocked
the year's most lucrative.
out pole-sitter Jeremy Mayfield,
Martin took home $356,850 of who had led 105 of the first 177
it for his second title of the year laps.
and the 24th of his career. He
"I thought we had the two best
moved from seventh to fourth in cars and neither of us will get a
the points race, 57 behind Rusty chance to show what we really
Wallace, who stayed on top de- had, unfortunately," Burton said.
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Sports
BRIEFS

Eastern Illinois takes
two of three from MSU
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A four-run eighth inning erased a 9-6 Murray State lead and
propelled Eastern Illinois to their
second come-from-behind win in
as many days.
The Panthers 10-9 triumph
over the 'Breds Sunday completed a three-game series in
which EIU rallied for both of its
wins to take the Ohio Valley
Conference series at Charleston,

The Blue team finished as 6th grade runner up in this year's
Calloway County little league basketball. Team members are (front,
from
left) Nathan Bazzell, Jacob Atkins, Justin Futrell, Navid
Djassemi;
(back, from left) coach Joel Fisher, John Eric Martinez, Drew
Jonas,
Seth Barrow, John Lee Fisher and Lance Murdock. The team
compiled a record of 8-2.

Murray (9-25, 6-9 OVC)
jumped out to a 3-0 lead in a first
inning that was highlighted by a
two-run home run from Chad
Hamm.
The 'Breds extended the lead
to 6-0 in the second innning on a
bases-loaded triple by Todd Fox.
Hamm followed Fox in the third
with an RBI single for a 7-0
MSU advantage.
However, the Panthers (19-8,
8-3) fought back for five runs in

the fourth and fifth innings and a
single run in the seventh to cut
the lead to just 9-6 heading into
the bottom of the eighth inning.
The 'Breds allowed three unearned runs to cross the plate
with two outs in E1U's decisive
four-run inning. Jason Glosser
(0-1) picked up the loss for MSU.
In a Saturday doubleheader,
the Panthers used a pair of fourrun innings and a run in the final
frame to slip past MSU 11-10.
But the 'Breds bounced back in
the nightcap to take a 10-9 victory. Hamm, Fox and Dan Loyd
all homered to lead the MSU hitting attack. Kurt Umbarger (3-5)
took the win. •
The 'Breds will return to action Tuesday with a 3 p.m. contest against Freed-Hardeman at
Reagan Field.

SCHEDULE

Anderson pitches Lipscomb to win
HENDERSON, Tenn. — Calloway County graduate Brent Anderson was
the winning pitcher in Lipscomb University's 16-4 Trans South Conference
win over Freed-Hardeman Saturday.
Lipscomb took two of three from Freed-Hardeman, the defending conference champion, this weekend.
Anderson, a sophomore, has the second lowest earned run average in the
conference (2 75) to go along with 34 strikeouts His record is now 5-2
Lipscomb leads both Freed-Hardeman and Union in the conference's Western Division

MSU tennis falls at Tennessee Tech
Murray State's men's tennis team lost an Ohio Valley Conference match at
Tennessee Tech 4-1 Saturday.
The Racers (6-12 overall, 3-3 OVC) return home to host Western Kentucky
on Friday, April 10, at 2:30 p.m. and OVC rival Middle Tennessee State on
Sunday, April 12, at 3 p.m. MSU will travel to Austin Peay State on Tuesday,
April 14, before taking part in the OVC Championships at Nashville, Tenn.. on
April 17-19.

Women's golf places fifth
The Murray State women's golf team used consistent play, shooting a
326-326=652 to place fifth at the Eastern Kentucky Lady Colonel Invitational
April 4-5 at Arlington Golf Course in Richmond.
MSU finished just two strokes behind second place and 16 shots behind
first-place Arkansas-Little Rock.
Senior Mikki McLeary finished fifth individually out of 73 golfurs with a
78-70=158. Sophomore Jenny Daag also placed among the top 10 individuals, shooting a 78-83=161 to tie for ninth.

Men's golf competes in meet
The Murray State men's golf team placed 20th out of 20 teams at the highlevel competition Johnny Owens Invitational at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington.
MSU shot well, finishing with a 313-317-309=939, just 68 shots behind
first-place Toledo, which fired a seven-over-par 871
Freshman Jeremy Grantham led MSU golfers with an 81-82-76=232 to finish tied for 61st out of 100 golfers.

McGwire said. "He's one of the
best in the game."
Schilling was nearly untouchable, striking out 15 as the Philadelphia Phillies beat Maddux
and the Atlanta Braves 2-1.
Schilling, who set an NL record
for right-handers by fanning 319
last year, came within one strikeout of his single-game high.
"Everybody knows we are a
pretty good fastball-hitting
team," said Chipper Jones, who
homered for the Braves. "Schilling knew that we knew what was
coming and he proceeded to ram
it past us anyway."
Martinez also dominated with
his fastball, retiring the first 20
batters in leading the Los
Angeles Dodgers past the Cincinnati Reds 1-0. Martinez, who
pitched a no-hitter in 1995,
walked a batter with two outs in
the seventh and gave up a single
to Eddie Taubensee with two outs
in the eighth.
"My reaction when I lost it
was, 'I came close. That's OK.
I'll probably have another
chance,'" Martinez said.

4t• We now offer the most modern
L. II
Termite Treatment available.

FROM PAGE 8
wins. Cleveland, which began the
year with two wins at Seattle, has
scored 42 runs, an average of 8.4
per game.
Justice homered off Jason
Dickson (0-1) as the Indians
completed a three-game sweep.
Red Sox 10, Mariners 5
At Seattle, Bret Saberhagen
earned his first win since Sept.
26, 1995, when he pitched for
Colorado. The two-time Cy
Young winner missed all of 1996
while recovering from offseason
shoulder surgery, and made six
starts for Boston last year.
Saberhagen allowed four hits
and two runs in five innings.
Randy Johnson (0-1) lost despite striking out 10 in six innings. He gave up seven runs and
six hits, and has a 9.26 ERA after
two starts.
Nomar Garciaparra and Mo
Vaughn homered for Boston.
David Segui hit his fourth
home run of the season for
Seattle.

• NO ODOR • NO CHEMICALS • NO DRILLING
Complete Colony Elimination. All done by baiting.
Of course, we still offer the traditional method of
Termite Treatment also.
Call Us for a 140 COST - NO OBLIGATION Termite
Inspection. Don't wait until it's too late.

§V II
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

V

121 N. Bypass • Murray
Toll Free Outside of
Murray & Calloway
Calloway Co.
County
1-800-264-1433
(502) 753-6433

IN BUSINESS SINCE 1963!

•Calloway...

i

FROM PAGE 8

THE MODERN WAY

III Yankees...

—

•Pitching...

FROM PAGE 8
two hits and we had two errors
and three passed balls; as young
as we are if we combine not hitting the ball with a lot of errors,
we won't be very successful,"
Morris said. "We have play more
intensity. We're not making routine plays and we can't make the'
excuse of being a young team.
"If we don't make routine
plays, that has nothing to do with
being young," he added. "Until
we do that, it's going to be a long
season. It's not all of our players,
we have some playing real hard.
At some point, hopefully we'll
make our minds up that we're going to play some baseball, and
then we'll start seeing some
things turn around. Until then it
will be a struggle, and it will be
hard for us to compete in this
district."
Calloway hosts Henry County,
Tenn., today at the CCHS field.
The JV game begins at 4:30 with
the varsity contest to follow.

Mon -Fri
8 00-5 00

otOttl
peareftafit etae
A Private Gentlemen's Club
B.Y.O.B.
40 ft. Stage —
20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class Sound and
Light System

up
Open For Lunch
SOON
18 and

TODAY
BASEBALL
• Calloway vs Henry Co
CCHS field — 4 30
III Murray vs Tilghman
Ty Holland field — 4 30
SOFTBALL
• Calloway vs. Murray
Murray City Park — 4.30
TENNIS

I

MONDAY

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all you' family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next toa Century 2D

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horns Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
Ainencan League
All Tense COT
East Deviation
W
L Pet
GB
Baltimore
5
1
633
—
Tampa Bay
4
2
667
1
Boston
3
2
600
1
Toronto
2
3
400
2'-,
New Yore
1
3
250
3
Central Division
W
L Pct
GB
Cleveland
5
0 1 000 —
Kansas City
3
3
500
2'4
Chicago
2
3
400
3
hinnesota
2
400 3
3
Denim1
5
167
44
Weet Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
3
2
600 —
Anatwam
2
3
400
1
Seattle
2
3
400
1
Oakland
1
3
250
14
Sunday's Games
Texas 6, Toronto 5
Tampa Bay 5. Chicago WNW Sox 0
Baltimore 6, Neat 3
Sannesota 10, Kansas City 1
N Y Yankees 9, Oakland 7. 10 innings
Cleve/and 6, Anaheim 4
BOODII 10, Seattle 5
Illonday's Games
Ti... at Chicago Whits Sox. 1 05 p m
NY Yankees Si Seattle, 905 pm
Cleveland at Oakland. 905 pm
Boston at Anaheim, 905 pm
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gams
Tamps Bay (Arroyo 1-0) at Ninon (Moonier 0- I )
12 05 pm,
Balbrnore (Erickson 1-0) at Kansas City (Rusch
0-1). 105 pm
Toronto (Clemens 1-0) at lAnneso(a (Teolisbury
0-1), 705 pm
N.Y Yankese (Weis 0-1) at Seattle (Bulinger
0-0). 905 pm
Boston Makefeld 0-0) at Anaheim (Hill 1-0),
905 pm
Only games scheduled

• Calloway vs Heath
CCHS, MSU courts — 4
• Murray at Tilghman
Paducah — 4

National League
East Drew,.
W
L
Novi York
4
1
Atianta
3
2
ladielpnia
2
3
F onda
I
5
Montisai
0
5
Centrum Division
W
L
Chicago
5
1
liAtviaukee
4
1
St Looks
3
2
Cinonnab
3
3
Houston
3
3
Pittsburgh
2
3
West Crimson
W
L
Colorado
4
2
San Dego
4
2
San F ranosco
4
2
Los Angeles
7
4
Anzona
1
5
Sunday's Games
Aakvaukee 5, Fonda 2
Philadelphia 2. Atlanta 1
Los Angeles 1, Cinonnas 0
NY Mots 7. Pmsburgh 0
San Dego 6. Si Louis 7
Chicago Cubs 7. kaonireal 2
Houston 6. Colorado 2
Anzona 3, San Franasco 2
Monday's Gaines
lAlwaukee at Florida. 7205 pm
Colorado at Houston. 12 35 pm

PC1
833
BOO
600
500
500
400

GB
2
34
4
GB
1'4
2
2
2.

Pct. GB
667 —
667 —
667 —
200 24
167
3

TUESDAY
BASEBALL
• MSU vs. Freed-Hardeman
Reagan Field — 3
• Calloway at Mayfield
Mayfield — 4-30
• Murray vs. Marshall
Ty Holland field — 4.30
SOFTBALL
• Calloway at Graves
Mayfield — 4.30
IN Murray vs. St. Mary
Murray City park — 4 30
TENNIS
18 Calloway vs. Tilghman
CCHS, MSU courts — 4
• Murray at Marshall
Draffenville — 4
TRACK
• Graves County meet
Mayfield — 4 30

Nobody Can Protect Your

Home
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
— and —
Suiter
k.Insurance Agency 753-3415
State Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.

SPRING
FISHING &
HUNTING
HEADQUARTERS

"GOBBLE UP These Savings"
BENELLI TURKEY GUN
Shoots 2 3/4, 3 or 3 1/2 inch shells
RENIINGTON EXPRESS
Camo Turkey Gun
HASTINGS CHOKE TUBES
For Remington. Browning & Mossberg

$AVE
$EE
IN STOCK

Turkey callsfrom Knight & Hale, MAD,
Quaker Boy, Perfection & Woodwise.

"CATCH A Great Buy"
CRAPPIE JIGS
100 PkC1c,
CRAPPIE TUBES
Scalehead, Glows & Lil Hustler, 50 pack
CURLY TAILS
Asst. colors, 2 1/2 in., 50 Pack
JIG POLES
B&NI Sam Heaton Model, 9, 10 & 12 ft. model

$6.99
$1.99
$2.39
SAVE

"Largest Selection of Crappie Jigs Anywhere!"
Crappie USA One-Day Tournament,Sat. April 11 in Aurora

Hours 7 p.m. - 3 a.m.

•
(901)247-3965
•
• • ••• • • •

Pct
600
600
400
167
000

Pittsburgh at N V Meta 12 40 p
Montreal at Chicago Cubs 1 20
Dr
'
,
Only games tictuled
Tuesday's qames
Montreal (Hermanson 0-01 at Mlinauitee (Kan
0-0l. 1 05 p m
NV Mots (Leiter OW at Chicago
Cubs (Son
ran: 0-0), 1 20 p m
St Lot... (Polite 0-0) al Colorado (Astacto
1-0i
205 pm
Anzona (Blair 0-1) at Los Angeies (Park
0-0)
305 pm
Houston Pialama 0-11 at San Francisco
Her
shiser 0-0). 305 p m
Cinannat (Harresch 0-0) at San Dego (Hamilton
1-0). 505 pm
Florida (Medna 0-0) at Philadelphia (Stephenson
0-0), 605 pm
Atlanta (Glenne 0-0) at Pittsburgh (Schmidt
1-0)
605 pm

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

9

APRIL 6, 1998

15663 US 68 F. Aurora, KY
(502)354-8886
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
(.11.ASS111•111-:1)

ItATF:Si

6625 Coignes Inch, 41% Dimmest 2nd Rea, 60% Discount 3rd Rua.
(All 3 AAP Mws Raw W1.1OW 6 Day Pow4)
$2 25 per colurrul Inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
30s pow word. $600 rnirumum I day 64 pa word pa day far each &Mama"coneocuuve day
go duo Shapplog Gude.)$2.00exas tor bland boa ads
Claworteda
(rues
$2-00asfor Shopper

010 Legal Notice
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

160 Horne Furnishings

NotIcs

CANCER
INSURANCE

Murray
Shoe Repair

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
Me newer treatments
s.,ch as chemotherapy For free informat Jr, call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
.ocar clam service-

106 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-1983
9-5:00 Mon.-Frl.
MULCH at McKnight &
Sons Sawmill, now open on
Saturdays 7am-12pm
502-753-5305

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981
BIBLE Message 759-5177
I RFE Pregnancy Tests
lifehouse 753-0700
HO!JSE of Clothes. Open
thou -Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
I Jicc consignment clothing
Si 00 Buys mens, wochildrens jeans,
!,weaters, sweat shirts,
I !r(y-ses Off Kirksey Hwy
Lift on 464, 5 miles. Call
-89 2243 or 753-6981
,!IS TER Mattress is going
)ut cf business. All inven-3y must go! 759-3890.

LOST near Sycamore & 7th
St. Male Sheltie (Miniature
Collie). Child's pet.
753-7264 or 759-1010.

080
Help
Wanted
AUTO Body/ Painter- Mus
have auto body expert
ence, be dependable, have
Pride in your work! Position
open now! Apply at 318
Solar Dr (2 blocks north of
Chestnut, off 4th St)

4 CAREER OPENINGS
Due to company promotions, 4 openings exist now for
young minded persons in the local area
If selected, you will be given a minimum of 2 weeks expense
paid classroom training + additional on the job training
We provide complete company benefits, maior medical,
dental & optional pension plan. second to none Your
starting income will be $25,000 to $35,000 per year depending on ability and qualifications
All promotions based on merit, not seniority. To be accepted, you need to be sportsminded with a pleasant
personality, amb,hous,a 12th grade education or better. 21
or older and free to start work immediately We are particularly interested in those with leadership ability who are
looking for a genuine career opportunity. Only interested parties need apply.
CALL MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY 753-5986
ASK FOR MARK ATHERTON

A rnidwest based retail farm store has
immediate openings for full-time, part-time,
and temporary help. Duties include a variety
of responsibilities, customer service, freight
handling and sales. Orscheln specializes in
farm supplies, hardware, pets, automotive,
clothing, lawn and garden.
Apply at:

()rscheln Farm & Home
700-A N. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(Next to Big Lots)

502-759-8153
E.O.E.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
II

you arc under age 65 and qualify for
'
,11•DICARE due to disability we offer
,•:,cral Medicare Supplement Policies.
.\ II Medicare Supplement Policies are now
.i:iii(1,irclited into ID plans offering different
.els of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
iiii :in "almost guaranteed issue" and the
1,,lii. es will be issued at the lowest available
Tit CI-Ilium.

We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or

A+ rated
,Inpanies to give you the best possible rates
service.

l'1,,.ase give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Publish Day
• • ay
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

=I Just Say "Charge It"

Yard Sale Prices
25 wd. max.
1x2 ad
1 insertion
$7.50

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

060

070
Help
Wanted

BARMAIDS, WAITRESSES, dancers needed fulltime, part-time Dollies Platinum Club, Puryear, TN
7,000 sq ft. No experience
necessary. $500 plus per
Call
week.
1-901-247-3965

POSITION AVAILABLE
ASSISTANT KID'S COMPANY DIRECTOR MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Qualifications High school
or equivalent, at least 18
years old Duties Experi
ence with children Reliable
and punctual Education
major preferred, but not required 15 hours per week
during the school year 40
hours per week during the
summer Other duties as
assigned by the principal
Report to Building principal Interested persons
should submit a resume
and completed application
to. Murray Board of Education. 208 S 13th St, Murray.
KY 42071 Deadline for applications is March 27.
1998

COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hrs.
$ 2 OK-$ 75 k/yr
1-800-348-7186 x 486
EARN $1,000's weekly.
Stuffing envelopes. No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to: New Beginning,
Dept209, 301 East 5th Ave,
Suite 112, Corsicana,
Texas 75110.
EXPERIENCED carpenter
& laborer needed Must be
dependable
502-436-2766
IMMEDIATE openings for
experienced finish painter
& helper willing to learn
trade. Please call 753-8823
and leave message
NOW accepting applications for days & nights
Anytime 437-4117. Please
apply inside
NURSES Aide, PRN, work
as needed, all shifts Must
be flexible & available We
are looking for a mature.
dependable person who
would enjoy working with
the elderly in a pleasant
family atmosphere We will
train you Not a full-time
position. Hours & days will
vary Apply in person . Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. Murray
EOE
O T R DRIVERS If you
have A good driving record
CDL with Hazmat, A desire
to make good money. And
are willing to run the miles,
If you are A friendly courte
ous person who enjoys
working with people. Then,
we have An opportunity for
you to succeed at your job
while earning top pay for
the miles you drive based
on experience Our
friendly, courteous personnel will be happy to work
with you to attain your goals After all, your goals and
ours are the same to grow
and succeed! Cargo Trek,
Jimtown Rd, Mayfield, KY
(502)251-0122 EOE
PAINTERS Black's Decor
ating Center of Murray. KY
is recruiting for exper
ienced painters $900 per
hour to start with opportuni
ties for advancement and
benefits Affordable group
health insurance available
Interested persons should
leave voice mail message
by calling 502 759 8609
No walk in applications ac
cepted Equal Opportunity
Employer
PART time housekeepers
needed Apply at front desk
at Days Inn, 517S 12th St •
Murray
PRICE CUTTERS As
sembly person needed
Must be able to assemble
furniture, perform repairs
Experience a must S6/hr to
start Fax resume to Morns
Wing 759 5817 Of apply in
person 650 N 12th, Murray

70 wd. max
1 insertion

SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 11am 4pm
Mon-Sat 753 2971
SEASONAL maintenance
positions, Murray Calloway
County Parks 20-40 hours
a week Applications at 900
Payne St
SKILLED MECHANIC
ASE certified a plus but not
required, must be willing to
take ASE tests Cunning
ham Auto Repair,
753-6831

WILL clean houses Reasonable rates, references
437-4064

FOR Rent
Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502 575 6200
WORK from home! Arbonne International is a
18yr old progressive company that markets natural
skin care & nutritional pro
ducts Mercedes Benz
Company car program Unlimited income potential
Call Pam W Perry, Cadiz
KY, 502-522 8758
120
Computers
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662

WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll
House Cafe, $500+ weekly
901-642-4297
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759 9553
EXPERIENCED LPN
wants to keep children
nights 6pm 10am Meals &
snacks furnished Mon-Sat
References available Call
Becky, 759 4134
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474 8340
IN home child
436 2481

care

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Cal
753-9433
CASH for GA. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
JUNK window air conditioners Will pick up 436-5747
TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Experience Master Logger
Degree Class A Rating
Insured Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931-232-7978
Work, 931-232-7404
Home Jerry Swift. Owner

The Law Office of Ricky A. Lamkin
is seeking a full-time

14X65 2BI
heat Set u
*99 Nice I
ask for St(

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722,

WANT to buy old western
saddle Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen Leave message if
no one answers

20FT box
474-8786

bed

TREK 850 mountain bike,
excellent condition. Call
753-8197_
160
Horne
Furnishings

$500

COUCH by Kohler, brown
2 BEAUTIFUL cocktail navgehyde leather look,
dresses, great for Prom, $880 Cannonball queen
size 7/8 Also assorted wo- waterbed, $75 753-0289
men's clothes & baby please call between
items 759-3783
8 30am-7 30pm
2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder
753-6348, after 3pm

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train & veil Laced
wipearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 400

ALMO
COUNTRY
STORE- Just Arrived For
Spring- Concrete critters
and lawn ornaments! CALORAD IS HERE!!
753-1934

FOR rent 5 Acres and
29(100 Dark Fired tobacco
base J L Valentine, Puryear, TN 901-642-0634 or
901-642-0691

INGERSOL tractor, like
new, used 1 year, 48" deck,
power steering, hydraulic
drive, $4,995. Used wheel
horse, 17hp Kawasaki engine, good condition,
$1,000 Good selection of
used mowers. Call
901-642-5454 8am-5pm
Mon-Fri, 8am-12pm Sat

FOR Sale: Clausing metal
Lathe, small vertical milling
machine, Powermatic
chain mortiser Call Gene
Steely, 753-6156.
FOR sale 2 Cemetery lots,
good location at Murray
Memorial Gardens
436-5591

JOHN Deere 165, 12 5hp,
38" cut hydrostatic, $1500.
753-7328

GAS generator, 4000 watt,
500 surge, 7Y, gal tank,
used approx 24hrs Like
new 759-2341

PERRY Family Lawn CareWill do mowing, trimming &
hauling Free estimates.
436-2762 or 436-5894 or
leave message.

MAPLE trees You dig &
plant, $2 00/ea or I dig &
plant guarantee for 1yr,
$8 00/ea Please- no Friday evening or Saturday
calls, 753-0835

SMALL Engine Repair Call
753-0260

PROM DRESSES Black
wisequins, size 9/10. Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4.30pm

TFE, Inc.
0

2 BANK Re
Jim Wilson
ray 16X80
payments
502-767-00

FL

GE11060LID
Please

COUNSELING
Join Our Team!
We are looking for creative,energetic staff
to work with emotionally distrubed adolescents in an outdoor residential treatment
program located in a small rural town in the
rolling hills of middle Tennessee. We have
the following positions available:

estimatE

We

ARE Y
PR

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR: BS/BA
and 1 year exper with children required
CABIN SUPERVISOR: BS/BA, 1 year
exper with kids &6 months supervisory exper
required.

Maior ben
No cred

COUNSELOR/THERAPIST: Masters degree in Mental Health and two years related
experience required.

about a ca
VIEWING F
ard trim

SNAPPER riding mower,
41" cut, new hydro transfer
transmission, new 14 horse
Kohler engine, 2 bag grass
catcher, 4yrs old. $1,500.
753-8809 or 753-9038.

Full-Tin

YOUTH VILLAGES is a dynamic, forward thinking organization that helps children and families live successfuly. EOE.
Please send resume and cover letter to: DV Y,
Youth Villages, 5515 Shelby Oaks Drive,
Memphis, TN 31834.

ibiat-A-Service

Cars, C
"Don
112

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week (13 week minimum)

DIAL

753-1916

491p This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

Completely Mobile

"We

OFFICE MANAGER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1994 FLEE
3br, 2
753-7975

TEACHER: Tennessee licensure required.
Special Ed strongly preferred.

SMITH Lawn Service
753-7328

WASHER/
dryer,
$19 95/week
Call
753-4663

1994 16;
Home in c
3br, 3 bath,
with large
pane therrr
8" house
hook-up, di
front porch
deck with
yard Call
Riviera Cts

Pat, Jeremy
Candfire and David

Lawn &
Garden

David's Cleaning Services

Dedicated Runs
Need drivers with 100,000 miles mini.
experience & excellent work history
for growing dedicated fleet. Fulton,
Murray, Mayfield. Union City, Paris,
areas. First yr. average $40K. Full
range of benefits. Car or truck parts.
Call 800-238-3671 Wed.-Fri.

,••••,

The family of James Latimer
acknowledges with sincere appreciation the many kindnesses shown
to us during his illness and death.
Thank you for the food, the flowers,
the hundreds of cards and most
especially your prayers. You will
never know how much your support
helped to ease our burden during
the past twenty months.
A speical thank you goes to Dr.
Ahmadi and his staff staff who
went beyond the doctor-patient relationship and became his friends
and a great source of encouragement. May God bless each ofyou is
our prayer.

180

2 PIECE living room group,
$15/week Call 753-4663

1984 BUCC
3br, 2 bat
central hea
pet & und(
nice 753-c

Card of Thanks-

150

Insured

TEAM DRIVERS

SPINET- C
sale Take
ments
1-800-343-

Special Price

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

Receptionist/Legal Secretary

Send to P.O. Box 1040-F
Murray, KY 42071.

Eq

GUNS, b.
436-5650

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

Articles
For Sale

Applicants must be courteous, professional
communicators who are proficient in Word
Perfect for Windows and transcription.Send
resume' with references to 304 N 4th Street,
Murray. Will be kept confidential.

Requires excellent computer skills, double entry
bookkeeping, accounts receivable, accounts payable and payroll experience, as well as general
office skills. Full time position. Vacation/sick day
benefits. Resume with references must be received
by April 15.

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
SOnliCIPS Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

150

Articles
For Sale
Business
Opportunity

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

Want
To Buy

100

110
TOO Many Bills Not
Enough Money? Call
1 800 229 0565 9am to
9pm EST Mon to Fri/ 10am
to 6pm Sat and Sun

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

140
Domestic
Childcare

SENIORS need TLC too
10 year experienced care
giver can give that to you
loved one $6 an hour Re
ferences available Cal
753-2637 ask for Brenda

DARK firs
bacco bas

FOR Sale
bacco bast
753-9250 t
759-1359

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

Help
Wanted

CABLE Television Technician A large, local cable
television operation is
seeking an honest and
highly motivated individual
to serve as technician in the
Marshall County area Must
have a good driving record
and good organization
skills with ability to follow
directions. Good starting
salary and excellent benefits package_ To apply, submit resume to: Mediacom,
90 Main Street, Benton, KY
42025. Mediacom is an
EOE.

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

2x2 ad
$14.00

Deadline
Day & Time
r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Salo
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobil* Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling

180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285
290

060

020

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

'

Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Herm • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Sel
Ho

Does Your Policy Pay MO%
of the Deductibles?

Pea
Unt

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does mammy.S-760 on Pan A;S I00on Pan B Call me for
more information.

CCommercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

Ed's Wheel Alignment
MOD-rft

7:01-4:16

cI21 Park 'N' Sell

Oweer
15121 751.1331

FARM JOON,

TAX SHOP)
B
Southwido Shopping Collator

753-4668

94 Ea

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 a a.m.-8 p.m.

1-800-585-6033

Alignment I Complete Brake Smite,
Struts sad Shocks tk.

3

IN

121 By Pose

iPgier753-3985
Next to Hickory Log

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

171

• In
•

PAG

I.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

210

180
Lan &
Garden

300

Mobile
Homes For

THE COTTAGE GARDEN
specializing in low maintenance perennials and landscape design Free estimates Laura Walker
436-6083

$ale

NICE four bedroom two
bathroom 24x50 home
Recently remodeled with
10x 16 outbuilding & partially furnished Located
only 3 miles east of Murray
on approx
acre lot Priced at $39.900 Call alter
5pm 753 7814

190
Fans
Equipment

280

DARK fired & Burley to
bacco base 753-7539

Mobile
Homes For Rent

FOR Sale Dark fired tobacco base. 51 acres Call
753-9250 before 6pm Call
759-1359 after 6pm

2BR, $260/mo 753-6012

NICE trailer on private lot, 7
miles east of Murray Call
Linzy Beane 436-2582

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

VatiOuS size suites
Walnut Plata
104 N 5th
753-8302 or
753-962 1
NICE office for rent approx
600 sq h 104 N 4th. right off
court square $300mo in
cluding willies 753-3153
days

SHOP for rent, $250/mo
plus deposit North of Murray 753-4837 until 5pm

2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866

Sports
Equipment

Office Space

220

SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities
753-6106
310

285

Want
To Rent

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

lAusical
SPINET Console piano to
sale Take on small payments See locally
1 -800-343-6494
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14X65 2BR, 1 bath, gas
heat Set up in Riviera Lot
*99 Nice place 759-4782
ask for Steve

COACH Estates/ Fox Meadows manufactured home
community Exclusive resi
dential neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/mo includes city water/
sewer/ trash pick-up. South
16th at Canterbury
753-3855

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753-9866

300
Business
Rentals

FOR RENT

RETIRED couple would
like to rent/ lease 2 or 3
bedroom home in New
Concord/ East Elem
School area 759-5631 or
436-5995

3211
&pennants
For Rent
1,2 & 3BR seasonal & long
term Fully furnished & unfurnished. Lakefront & lakeview. Limited dock space
available. 600ft from entrance to Moore's Resort on
KY
Lake.
Call
502-362-8121.

1994 16X80 MOBILE
2 story brick building
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.
Home in great condition
Very nice 1 & 2br apartdowntown
Murray,
3br, 3 bath, vaulted ceilings
ments in Farmington (11
with large rooms Double
corner of 4th & Maple.
miles from Murray). Central
pane thermal tilt windows,
Available May 1st
h/a, w/d, stove, refrigerator,
8" house insulation, w/d
dishwasher provided Wahook-up, dishwasher, new
ter & trash pick-up infront porch with roof, rear
cluded. No pets. Referdeck with privacy fenced
ences required. Available
yard Call 753-6921. 230
4 CAR shop for rent
March 1st. Starts at
Riviera Cts $20,900.
753-4509
$315/mo. 762-4483
1994 FLEETWOOD 16X80
INSULATED metal building 8am-4pm or 345-2748 after
3br, 2 bath $17,500
41'X76'
(3,116 square feet) 5pm.
753-7975
plus shed storage Con- 1BR apartment near cam2 BANK Repos Located at crete floor, overhead doors
pus No pets 753-1203
Jim Wilson Homes in Mur- office, new natural gas
ray 16X80's. low monthly heat, fenced lot, available 1BR, available now, stove,
payments Call today immediately. $550/mo plus refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished. Coleman RE
deposit 753-7724
502-767-0000
753-9898.

753-1483

For Rem
LARGE 2br, 2 bath 2
blocks from MSU Refer
ences required $395/mo
Daytime 753-3949 or
759 3050 after 6pm

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

LARGE 2 level apartment
with large loft bedroom 1
bath kitchen & LR Also
outside storage No pets
References required Call
753 7463
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central hia, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm
Mon -Fri
(502)753-8668 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR University 2 room
furnished efficiency Groun
floor, fully carpeted Large
closet Bath has tub &
shower Water furnished
$210/mo, $210 deposit
Available immediately
753-4560
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br. 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
NICE 2br duplex, $450/mo
753-7457
NOW available- 1br apartment, furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required Near downtown
No pets 436-2755
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity
VACANT 3 room apartment Newly decorated No
pets $250/mo plus deposit
753-5292
VERY nice 2br. 1'/7 baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo. 1yr lease.
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536
330

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

Filth Lawn Cared
Will Mow Any Yard

759-1663

Please call
for a free
estimate on our complete list of lawn services.
We are fully Insured & reliable.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers.

$45,000 + Per Year
Maior benefit. Company supplied pre-set appointment.
No credit refusals. Company training. Hours worked
days & evenings.

Call If yOu are serious
about a career & are ailing to wok 11A TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want to eam $300-$400 per week
and that dcol want to work • Call between 11-4 Mon -Sat

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 753-3261

HALEY'S
Ugly Puck
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Pre-Bloom Super Sale!!
;

A-

Select Daylilies
Hosts
Peonies

$1.00 ea.
1/2 price

20% off
3 for $7.00
Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Unusual Perennials

Bethel Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993 ---

1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR duplex with lott. Stove,
refrigerator furnished. Low
utilities $260/mo including
water. Lease & deposit required 411-B N 5th St.
75 3 - 09 1 9
ir
1-800-589-7956.
1BR near university, appliances furnished.
$275/mo plus deposit. No
pets. References required.
753-4181_

Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING
room
$ 150/M0 Coleman RE
753-9898
34-0
Houses
For Rent

2 B. 4-5BR in Murray &
Lynngrove Lease & deposit required 753-4109
2BR, 2 bath, no pets.
$450/mo plus deposit
North of Murray 753-4837
until 5pm

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

3BR, 2Yi bath, gas central
h/a $750/mo. Mayfield
Coleman RE, 753-9898

2BR, 17, bath duplex, all
appliances, the best location $450/mo. Deposit required. 753-5344 or
559-9970.

3BR,2 bath, Murray S 9th
$495/mo plus security deposit 474-2520

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, tyr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 1 bath $400 deposit,
$400 rent 759-9545
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR duplex, 2 full baths,
w/d hook-up, appliances
furnished Central h/a, private deck, garage
$500/mo, deposit & 1yr
lease. 753-5524 days,
753-6854 nights.
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo
No pets
759-4406
2BR duplex- both sides
available, nicely furnished,
w/d hook-up, carport No
pets. Close to campus
1609 Farmer Ave
$375/mo. 1611 Farmer Ave
$385/mo 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956
5 MILES south on 121.
Furnished 1br, water furnished, reference & depot
required. S230/mo,
436-2884

3BR brick, central h/a,
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR house in Kirksey area,
large garden spot No pets
$400/mo plus deposit, 1yr
lease References required Call 6pm 9pm only,
489-2534
3BR house in
753-4509

Murray

4BR, 11, bath, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher furnished W/D hook-up. Full
basement Close to campus. Available April 20th.
1308 Poplar St $600/mo
Lease, deposit required
No pets. 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956
9 ROOM, 2 bath house
Close to university Available May 1st
Call
753-1787
LOVELY 3br, 2 bath home
in beautiful pastoral setting
Recently decorated No
pets References required
Call 753-7463.

FOR SALE 1'04 ACRES,
on Highland Rd East of
Murray 280FT Road frontage, nice building site mature trees 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake, $7500 Call
474-8704 after 5pm

753-3853
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
C-STORAGE. 1015 storage units. 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

COMMERCIAL retail bldg,
1800sq ft, 306 Main St,
Hazel, KY 492-8164
11am 4 30pm

Livestock
Si Supplies

BEAUTIFUL building lots in
or joining the city limits of
Murray. 753-5541.

REGISTERED 11yr old CUSTOM building site in
the country. Ideal for splint
Racking horse gelding
Spotted Registered Ten- level home. 3 Miles east of
nessee Walking horse, downtown Murray, 3+
6mos old stud colt Call acres. Paved frontage
753-6675 or 759-4130 after road. Shared well, restricted. Some owner fi7
nancing possible.
WILLOW Oak Farms horse 753-5231.
boarding facility. Self, full or
EARLY Spring Sale- Beaupasture, arena. Round pen.
tiful homesites. Quail Run
435-4619
Subdivision offers large
lots, water, sewer, trees
410
and no city taxed. Price
Public
from $8500 to $12,500 For
Sale
sale by owner. 753-3387
WE sell the earth. CW Shel
LARGE wooded lot at 1306
ton Real Estate & Auction Fleetwood
Drive in CampCompany 502-247-1385
bell Estates. Ideal for house
with walk-out basement on
back of house Call
753-3903

da0
Real
Estate
10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake. Good homesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000. Serious inquiries only please. Call
474-8704
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.

LOTS for sale Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs. Call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun.
MOBILE home or building
lot, Lynn Grove area. City
water, septic & electric
pole, $15,500 753-6885

FOR SALE
"

Location! Location! 804 S. 16th SL
Beautiful wooded lot 1051250, 3 BR,2,/. bath all downstairs,
bonus room up w 2,550 sq. It. living space. Huge walk-in attic
(could be finished) & 24t24 attached swage w 3,458 sq. ft.
Central H/AC, LR, duun, kitchen-dim combo wifireplace &
hardwood floors, nice closets, utility loom w/storsge cabinets,
sun:coot, patio & grill.
A MUST SEE! 759-0700

Storage
Rentals

Free Estimates
Owned and Operated By
Joseph Lomb

Full Une of Equipment
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

753-5585

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

'753-8107

FOR LEASE, New in May,
two bedroom, 1 5 bath
townhorne, all appliances 13'x24' STORAGE Bid with
and pleasant interior col- 10x10' overhead door Loors. Priced at$500/mo Call cation at 5 Points More info
Lynda at Grey's Properties Rogers Enterprises
753-5140
759-2001
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 /1 older, or handicap iS disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Maln • 7534266

limits ad}acent to Quail Run
Subdivision Priced at only
$29,000 Water and sewer
available For sale by
owner 753-3387

Homes
106 WILLIAMS, 3 blk to
ktS11. 3br, 2 bath brick, oak
cabinets, build -in oven,
microwave, dishwasher,
eat-in kitchen, wrconsole
and surface unit Conan
tops on sinks, console, secretary, and built-in China
cabinet, master bdrm has
walk-in closet and double
sink, $99,900.00 Phone
767-0895
1400 DIUGUID 2br log
home wilarge lot for development $53,900 Not for
rent 502-927-8493
2 STORY brick house, approx. 3600 sq ft, 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 27i bathrooms, formal dining room, office or
living room, family room,
kitchen, utility. Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space
House has 2 heating & air
units. City utilities, electric
& gas, Great extras such as
10ft ceilings, doors, transits, ect. Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with F REE
delivery and sothp go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

V•hklee
1979 JEEP CJ7 burgundy
V8 3sp soh top Detroit
locker rear end $3000
753 6885
1986 FORD Bronco II
Body good condition
needs motor
Call
7594936.after 6pm

OWNER'S Well main
tamed 3br, 2 bath. 1870 sq
ft living area 1 2 acres
Beautiful trees Central air
heat Large stone fireplace
Nice carpet, tile floors
Large amount closet. cabinet space Considerable
ceramic tile in kitchen and
baths 2 carports 3 cars/
camper' MH 1406 N 4th
ST
Upper $80 s
753-8094

ARCHITECT designed
solar home on 18 acres
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
3br, 1/, baths. Cypress
beam ceilings, custom
woodwork & ceramic tile
throughout. Stone work by
local artist, walk-in pantry,
root cellar & greenhouse.

BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN
STYLE- Inspired by the
Cover of "Southern Living" Magazine. Four (4)
bedrooms, 2'4 baths,
study/ rec room, sunroom,
atrium, great room with fireplace, front porch, deck,
and large, wooded lot
(1313 Oakhill Dr / Campbell Estates) PH*
759-1830
BY owner- 3BR brick on 1 5
acre shady lot in view of SW
Elementary Immediate
possession, reduced to
sell 489-2756
BY owner. 3br tutor, 27,
bath, huge Ir w/full wall
stone fireplace, huge garage, fenced backyard,
2000sq ft 1566 Mockingbird, priced below market
value 436-5229
COUNTRY home, 1 5
acres, 3br, 1 bath brick.
Large 3 bay outbuilding,
sunroom, greenhouse, garden & landscape extras,
$70's Must sell 492-8299

JUST under construction
3br, 27. bath 3 car garage
Mother-in-law quarters
over garage Great location Robertson Rd S
Large lot, Buy now and
have the decor you choose
559-2175 or 753 1500 after
5pm
SPLISH- SPLASH' Above
ground pool & all around
deck 3br, 2 bath- Sided
ranch, 500 gal propane
tank, new well pump & roof
on house & 2 car garage/
workshop, Fireplace, some
new Anderson windows &
doors. Central his. Hillside
charm! One mile from lake.
GREAT PRICE!$60's Cd
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 502-753-1492 .
ASK FOR BARBARA
MLS*4000685

1994 CHEVY S 10 Blazer
4X4 4 3 V6, green. Tahoe
hitch $12.900 753-7581
after 5pm

490
Used
Cars
1985 MUSTANG, 4cyl
manual transmission
$650 436 5232
1985 OLDS 98 Regency.
loaded & in mint condition
Less than 9,000 average
annual miles Great teen
car or second family car
Must see $2500 obo
436-5220

TAKE advantage of someone else's misfortune Use
their money down to buy a
3br, 2 bath, all brick house
outside of the annexation
area Great elementary
nearby Take possession
lust one week after closing
Priced below appraisal
value Call 559-2175 or
753-1500 after 5pm

1985 THUNDERBIRD, 1
owner, 34 XXX miles ex
cellent condition $2,750
753-5344 or 559-9970
1987 MAZDA 323, 4dr,
5sp, gold, new condition,
high mileage Asking
$3000 Call 502 762 0061,
Mon & Wed

470
Motorcycles
1998 YAMAHA Warrior
350, bought new Christmas Rode very little
$4,000 753-7169

1988 CHRYSLER LeBaron
convertible GTC Turbo
power windows, locks, mirrors & top Alpine cd, tilt,
cruise, a/c, low miles
$4,700 753-5647

MOWING
TRIMMING
MULCHING
SEEDING
FERTILIZING
DIRT WORK
GRASS BAGGING
LEAVES
GUTTERS

fitgp-TECH
437-4723

MiLAWfl CARi

We'IgNe you bock
'mow time' to
do what you are to do!
FULLY INSURED
CALL NOW FOR SCHEDULE

Comrnaircloi or Resicksnlial
Resemble Rotes • Ask for Noah or Terry

•

Large shop with attached
equipment shelter.
436-2669
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, sunroom, full
drive-in basement, deck
with water garden, central
h/a, wood stove & boat
house Call 502-435-4585.

1991 FORD Explorer 4wd
Eddie Bauer V6 auto
89 XXX miles $11900
901-642 5369

SOUTHWEST Villa 3br. 3
bath, living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room. double car garage, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 outbuilding Call 753 5761 for
appointment

3BR brick ranch, fireplace
in LR, DR, hardwood floors
Move in condition.
753-8041.

FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home, 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60' shop, 120'X50'
barn, 24'X36 barn, 18'X36'
barn 24'X40 equipment
shed Phone 753-7687

360

Available

OWNER ready to sell Neat
3br brick ranch style house
approx 1850 sq h on
acre lot Many updates
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray Ask
ing 578.900 Call 753 1159
for appointment

3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake_ 2/3 Bedroom, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
aan
24x30 detached 2 car garage, w/attic storage, 24x32
Pets
carport, w/storage, 8x10
& Supplies
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
6YR old female Sheltie
ground 2 Lake accesses(1
2YR old home with 14
"beautiful" Needs a loving private, 1 public)
nearby
acres
$110,000
home $75 759-8080
Apprx 14 miles East of Mur759-4036
BIRD dog $125 2 Beagles, ray. $95,000_ Serious inbest offer Call after 6pm, quiries only Shown by ap- 3-4BR house for sale 105 ft
pointment. Call 474-8704 commercial road frontage
753-5998
after 5pm, or leave 521 S 4th St $34,900 ReBORDER Collie, 10mos message.
cent appraisal for $38,000
old, male very trainable, not
753-8767
in bred. Scottish & English
440
3BR,
bath, central h/a.
grandparents, registered
Lots
deck, carport, 24X40 deABCA, $150. Call
For Sale
tached garage, fenced
753-2375 leave message
1
ACRE
lots
with restric- backyard. 1'h miles east of
DACHSHUND mix pupMurray. House & lot or
pies, 6wks old Free to a tions 4h miles north of acreage available
Murray.
759-9192.
loving home 753-6619
753-8819 4pm-8pm.
DOG obedience classes or 5 ACRES east of Murray. 3BR, 1 bath house, PanorPalestine Church Rd. 2
private Serving Murray 17
miles to KY Lake Has well ama Shores, newly remod436-2858
years.
& septic. Will divide into eled $50,000 Call
436-2326
FOR sale AKC Registered lots. 474-8786.
Boston Terrier puppies,
3/i, ACRE lots for sale. 6 3BR, 2 bath, 2yr old home
$185 Call 502-527-7607
miles North of Murray. in nice subdivision
after 5pm
$75,000 753-7091
753-2592_

WELL kept 2br brick, next
to park Oak & tile floors,
dining room, walk-in
closets, appliances, livid
gas heat Deposit & 1yr
lease $400/mo 489-2741

641 Storage
All Sifes

Mini Farm Located one mite from city

For Sale

PRESTIGE building site in
Aurora, KY 5 acres +/$15,000 Please call between 8 30am-7 30pm,
753-0289

Lake
FroPrnt

11131111port UUlity

Homes
For Sale

arin

LAND NEAR THE LAKE
We have lots & small farms
for sale near Kentucky
Lake Sizes range from 2 to
20 acres Prices go from
$4,800 to $30,500 Call
Bob Rodgers at COLDWELL BANKER WOODS
&
ASSOCIATES,
753-1651

415

46(1

9.6 ACRE

11

1998

Farms
For San

Real
Estate

All Size Units
Available

390

1BR, upstairs, near MSU.
$250/mo plus deposit.
759-4138.

2BR, 1 bath, all appliance,
w/d hook-up, lease & deposit required Available April
1st. 759-1476, after
6.30pm

10

430

Stomas
Fiestais

Aperuatints

OFFICE Of store space in
Southside Shopping Cen
ter 753-4509. 753-6612

1996 14X70 38R, 2 bath
$325/mo 436-5455

200

320
Business
Rentals

MONDAY, APRIL 6

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

4C9 SUNBURY
11114),--

MURRAY (Ben,no Bunny Bread)
753 5940
;Alb—

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-4•316-574114,
..1.-800-5444-5.26.2
LICENSED & INSURED fru Enamour
21 Hr. Service
Hodge
Thor Splryiog
Tref

Mfg Tnroosioe
Clamart, Serowe
Foil Liar of
Eresproont

aSnoop

Removal

hit ct-cii:t rates are km, building costs are down
& spring is hem.Now is a good time to think about
II you are looking[arguably we want to be your
building contractor. With bluepnnts & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction 4)1' lake
Mimes, large or small.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

(502) 753-8343

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types of roofing.
Family Owned 411 Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

ACCUTECH
DESIGNS 4 DR-IFTING

GLEN MATH IS
DESIGNER

Custom Home Plans
Site Plans
brafting
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
Phone (502)354-8877
Phone I901) 757-0279

12

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY, APRIL 6 1998

530

530
Services
Offered

1988 PONTIAC Firebird
blue *gray interior, V6,
115 XXX miles $3250
759 9061 week or
502 639 560-3 weekend
ask for David
1990 DODGE Dynasty
very good condition Re
duced price 759-3484
1991 HONDA Accord EX
CELLENT CONDITION ,
Cruise power windows
$5 995 Maintenance re
cords available 753 8734
1992 BUICK Park Avenue
leather dual air loaded
$5 700 Call 753 6432days
or 753 9501 eve
1993 MAZDA Meta, red.
5sp, 1 owner, adult driven
71 XXX miles $9,500 obo
759-4480
1993 MERCURY Cougar
XR7 low miles Must sell'
759-1824

CALL TODAY

IDEIS
LAWN CARE
Mowing &
Trimming
Call Billy at

489-2929
FREE QUOTE
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowing
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb, 436-5791

Services
Offered

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks. lancing. pole barns,
shads, carports Also repair

* * * * * * *

& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

DID ROOFING— CaM us
for all of your roofing needs
436 2613
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cells 519-1592
EMERGENCY water removal 24 hours 753-5827
Lee's
FENCING- Midway Fence
Company Chain link, wood
& vinyl at reasonable
prices 759-1519
GARDENS- Tractor tilled,
breaking, bushhogging
Jimmy Edwards,435-4465

Unites

°flared

A Professional
Touch For Your
Personal PrIde

Legend Lawn
Service
Free Estimates
Call Les

759-3862
* * * * * * *
RICK'S Roofing: Tear offs,
re-decking, shingle and
rubber roofs, and repairs
Free estimates. 22yrs experience 502-437-4559
RUDOLPH'S LAWN
CARE Reliable, experienced service. Mowing,
trimming, etc. Free estimates 502-753-9095.

SUREWAY Tree I Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

WILL do carpentry Of concrete finishing 25yrs experience Call 759-9257
please leave message

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCRs. Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info Mon-Fri, 1-530
753-0530

TJ 's Lawn Service- Mowing, trimming, ect
753-5647

David G. Sawyer, Kentucky
State Conservationist for the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), an agency of the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), has outlined the
1998 ranking period for the USDA's
Environmental Quality Incentives
Program (EQIP).
EQIP is a USDA program created
by the 1996 Farm Bill to address
agricultures' priority natural resources and environmental concerns. It
reflects the commitment of USDA
and the Congress for a flexible,
effective, voluntary conservation
program for agricultural land.
"The EQIP program proved to be
a winner from the beginning," stated
Sawyer. "In less than a year, it has
become one of the most popular
conservation programs at USDA,
not to mention the lasting environmental benefits. There is a strong
demand for voluntary conservation
efforts, and EQIP helps farmers
meet that demand with financial,
technical., and educational assistance."
Under EQIP, USDA can provide
cost-share assistance to land users
for up to 75 percent of the costs of
certain environmental protection
practices such as grassed waterways, filter strips, manure management facilities, and wildlife habitat
enhancement. USDA may also provide incentive payments to encourage producers to apply selected land
management practices that are not
currently in use on their land.
Total cost-share and incentive
payments are limited to $10,000 per
person per year and $50,000 for the
length of the contract, which can run
from five to ten years. The program
is limited to persons who are engaged in livestock or agricultural
production.
For federal fiscal year 1998,
Kentucky will receive $2.89 million. Approximately 70 percent of
this will be used in six locally
identified priority areas and 30

500
TUCKER Lawn Care
Service- Mowing, trimming, clippings removal,
mulching Si total lawn care
Free estimates Ph
502-759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed I Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

Fres
Cokann
BEAUTIFUL, loving, longhaired house cat looking for
a good home She has
been spayed If you are
interested call 753-5034 or
759-8250
DACHSHUND mix puppies, 6wks old. Free to a
loving home 753-6619

ADAM'S HOWE IN P ROVEN EN T S. GARDEN Tilling Tractor
Remodeling/ Repairs In
with 60 inch rototiller Jonside & Out No Job Too esy 437-4030
Small 759-9906
/LOS
GARDEN tilling. bushhogA. Deck Services (PRO ging. small jobs, driveways
TECT YOUR INVEST- graded with box blade GerVans
ABOARD CAMEROON AIRseveral plastic bags and a blanket
MENT") Deck refinishing, ald Carroll 492-6159
1982 FORD utility van, 7,
power washing, and conto craft a delivery area and he cut
LINES FLIGHT 704 (AP) —
ton, Iwb a/c, nice condition, struction
Call now' GRAVEL Haul & spread More than five miles over
the
umbilical cord with a Swiss
Africa,
runs great $1250
for driveways Joiesy
519 0072
Army knife.
753-6487
one very small passenger decided
437-4030
AFFORDABLE all around
Unaware of the commotion on
1990 PLYMOUTH Grand hauling, Junk clean-up, GUTTERS: Quality Seam- to join the world.
About midway into the 90-miboard the aircraft — just one row
Voyage, 3 3 V6, new fires, cleaning out sheds, tree less Aluminum gutters, gutahead of the smoking section —
excellent shape $4,995
work 436 2867
ter maintenance, gutter nute flight from Nigeria to the Iv753-7581 after 5pm
most passengers blithely consupplies, variety of colors ory Coast, Saidatou Ayoni's waAFFORDABLE, quality, Licensed,
affordable ter broke and she quietly went
tinued
with their meals. By the
building you'll be proud ofl prices, West
500
KY Seamless into labor. Somewhere over
time
of what was happening
word
Residential
construction,
Used
Gutters, 753-0278.
Ghana or Benin, she gave birth to
finally spread, Mrs. Ayoni and
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
Trucks
siding, porches, decks, HANDYWORK/ odd jobs a healthy boy.
her new baby had become the
1978 FORD F-150 4X4, fencing, concrete & ma- wanted No job too small
Shortly after Cameroon Aircenter
of attention.
474-8786
$900
sonry And home repairs
Yes, we paint houses Ph
lines Flight 704 leveled off Sun"I wonder what nationality
753-2388
Free
estimates
753-8007.
1979 CHEVROLET 4X4.
day from its climb to about
he's going to be," quipped one
350. swb, p/s, p/b, air, auto- Elite Building
30,000 feet, a flight attendant
passenger while the jet soared
matic 436-2243
HARDWOOD
FLOOR inALL carpentry 15yrs exp
went on the public address sysover West Africa's southern
1981 FORD F100 pick-up, foundations, slabs, sidew- stallation and finishing.
tem and asked if a doctor was on
coastline.
Custom
design.
alks,
Affordable
driveways,
buildings,
6cyl, 3sp, 56,XXX actual
board.
Several passengers wandered
miles, straight body $1,900 remodeling, repairs. AGC rates 753-7860.
certified 489-2214
Fortunately there was. Cameto the back of the Boeing 727 jet
obo 753-1940, after 5pm
JAILER CANDIDATE:
roon's John Yap, a pediatrician,
to visit the little infant, wrapped
1990 FORD Ranger, V6, ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- 22yrs experience as a corniture
rections
eased
Mrs. Ayoni through labor
repair
professional
&
custom
.
in a Cameroon Airlines blanket
64 XXX miles 759-5659
Trained & educated to pro- in the back of the plane and dewoodworking. 753-8056
and trying to catch a little sleep.
1992 MAZDA B2600, exvide full-time community livered the yet-unnamed
infant.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
One man handed the mother
tended cab, automatic, air
protection & save taxpay"It isn't unusual for a pregnant
Factory trained by 3 major ers money.
10,000 CFA — about $16 — as a
Clean 435-4330
Compare the
manufacturers All work
woman to fly," Yap said aftergift.
1995 DODGE SLT Dually, and parts warranted Ask qualifications & hire PHIL
HAZLE to be your new
wards.
"But she shouldn't have
Tired but smiling, Mrs. Ayoni
Cummins Turbo diesel, for Andy at The Appliance
kind of jailer. Paid for by
been on the airplane" late in her
automatic, all power, run- Works, 753 2455
cradled her baby when the plane
Phil Hazle,
ning boards, factory
pregnancy.
touched down in Abidjan, Ivory
chrome wheel covers, APPLIANCE REPAIR All JEFF'S LANDSCAPINGApart a few quiet groans from
Coast. This is her fifth child —
brands,
Kenmore
30.
single cab, towing pkg
Lawn installation & renovathe mother, the delivery was relathe others were born on the
white, 70xxx miles Garage years experience BOBBY tion. Landscape maintetively easy, Yap said. He used
ground.
kept, maintenance record, HOPPER, 436-5848
nance. Top soil, mulch, pea
$16,500 obo Good condi- APPLIANCE
REPAIR gravel hauled. Weekly
tion Call 474-8704 after PROFESS
IONAL - mowing, edging & trim5pm Serious inquiries only
D EPENDABLE. ming. 753-7039.
please
502-767-9552.
LAMB Brother Home ImLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
1995 GMC truck, 72 ton, full BACKHOE
Service - ROY provements, remodeling, BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
*** You feel intensely about a cosize. V8. 5sp, like new, HILL Septic system, drive- additions, roofing, siding,
worker. Be realistic about what is
21xxx miles Garage kept ways hauling,
foundations, free estimates 436-2269. HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
w.bedliner, $10,700_ etc 436-2113
going on. You have been turning on
April
7,
LAMB
1998:
Brothers
Moving
901-247 3730
Contractors cross country In this unusual year, you focus on your charm to get what you want,
BACKHOE Service- small
and someone is responding. Be reor local Licensed & In- work and daily life. You will want
to sponsible and realistic
jobs, driveways, box blade,
510
sured
about your
Luke
Lamb
improve
your standard ofliving and
rottertilling, snow removal
502-436-5950
add more creature comforts. Honor actions. It might be wise to pull
753-0834 or 759-9835
Campers
back. Tonight: Take a night off.
LAWN Care- Mowing, your need for private time,when you
BASEMENTS & Homes
990 COACHMAN 291
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
mulching,
landscaping. can recharge. Take classes in stressSub & General contracting
trailer, roof air, awning
***** Creativity surges. You feel
Reasonable,
responsible,
reduction
techniques.
Insulated concrete forms
Be open to good
$7 250 901-642-5369
with your personal life, and
dependable. Call Terry anything
(R32) StyroCrete builders
that simplifies your life. If
Joe, 753-4679.
WILDERNESS camper, 502 436- 2007
or
you are single,be careful aboutsome- infuse the positive vibes into your
good condition Call 502-436-5264
LAWN mower- ATV 'repair one you meet who is mysterious. professional life. A long-term project
753 6259 for more
is highlighted;take the helm in bring& service Free pick-up & Find out more about him before
BEAUTIFUL, secluded 5
you ing it to fruition.
information
delivered 435-4460
Your ideas are
get
too
involved. 1999 is your relaacres custom built dou
valuable, and need to be aired. Toblewide, 1yr old, 3br, 27, LAWN mowing, reasonable tionship year. If attached, work tobath, large spacious deck & & satisfactory. 759-4659.
gether to enhance the quality ofyour night: Whatever makes you happy.
spa, landscaped, 24X40
life. Frequent weekend retreats will SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Boats
workshop Many extras
LAWN
mowing
at
reasonhelp you relax and become closer. **** You exude high energy.
& Motors
14mi south Murray
Check out an idea that comes to you
able rates Dependable VIRGO is unusually fussy.
$127,000 436-5745
1987 16FT Bayliner 50hp
in the middle of the night. Read
service North of Murray
$2 500 753-0563
preferably Free estimates
between the lines with a boss. You
BOB'S Plumbing Service
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
1993 YAMAHA Pro VXR All work guaranteed Free 753-3993
**** Plunge into work. You need have an usually soft manner, which
estimates 753 1134
wave runner with trailer
LAWN mowing service of- to express your high energy in a draws others to you. Take responsiExcellent condition $3 000 492-8584
fered Free estimates, de- meaningful manner.You have a ten- bility, and bring others together.
obo 436-5720
BONE ELECTRIC- Com- pendable, reasonable dency to overindulge. Listen care- Tonight: Stay late, if need be.
1995 25FT Crest III pon- mercial & Residential 7 prices. All yards consid- fully to feedback,and recognize your CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
toon boat Complete with days per week 24hr ered Call 502=492-8516. own bias. Focus on increasing your ***** Take the opportunity to
covers sink & fresh water, emergency service Kim
efficiency. Tonight: Consider ways make calls, and catch up on others'
depth finder, docking lights, (Kemp) Bone, Johnny LAWNS mowed, small
news. You receive important inforto improve your health.
(502)435-400
Bone,
7
90hp Mercury motor Boat
lawns preferred Free estimation that will affect a decision.
TAURUS
(April
20-May
20)
bought new. 1 owner, less CARPET Cleaning
mates
Chris Allen
You
sense a lot of flurry behind the
****
You
can
only
ignore a situathan 50 hours on boat Like 753-5827
759-1515
Lee's
tion for so long. Pressure is intense. scenes at work. Direct your activity,
new 753-8181 between
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning. You are acting from anger more than and be responsible; your actions will
8am 4 30pm 354-6662 af- CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Any room up to Serving Murray 26 years
ter 5pm
you know. A creative outlet, new please others.Tonight:Rent a movie.
300st only $30.00 Murray Clean fresh healthy car- hobby or potential flirtation are all AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
1995 SUNCRUISER, teal &
Carpet & Upholstery Clean- pets and upholstery Home positive
channels for you, and help ***** New beginnings are possalmon color. bimini top,
or office Free deodorizer
ing 753-6300 anytime
115hp Evinrude Apprx
manage
your stress. Let creativity sible, if you let someone take the
Free estimates 753-5827
initiative. You offer much more than
30hrs, like new, $11,900
CARPORTS for cars and Visa/MC
surge. Tonight: Midweek romp!
559-8510 or 753-8767
trucks Special sizes for
you know. Recognize your limits,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
motor home. boats, RVs
*** You come from a place ofsecu- and don't promise more than you can
24FT pontoon 70hp JohnLEGEND
Lawn
Service
A
and etc Excellent protecrity,better understanding and a new give. Honor a change, but be careful
son motor Like new
tion, high quality, excellent Professional touch for your
personal
436 2359
pride'
beginning.
A friend pushes you; be- aboutfinances. Noteveryone is savvy
Mowing.
value Roy Hill 436-2113
trimming, cleanup and fore you act on it, spend a day or two about money. Tonight: Talk it up.
CHIM Chim Chimney more For estimates ph
mulling it over. A boss seems overly PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
42FT Gibson houseboat
Sweep chimney cleaning 759,3862
docile. Be careful not to take this ***** Deferring to others comes
Flying Bridge Twin 351 service 10% senior alis
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning- attitude for granted.Tonight: Happy naturally. You are so content that
Ford engines generator
counts 435 4006
you might not realize how easygoing
Houses, Mobile Homes
newly redecorated inside
at home.
Brick. Vinyl Concrete Sin
you are. Someone needs to express
Price negotiable Call after COLSON Home Repairs
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Additions. garages. decks, glewides $50 Doublewides ***** Avoid spending money
4pm 502 435 4565
sim- his strong ideas. Be open to feedremodeling vinyl siding $95 (502)753-6490
DEEP V 16 Tracker boat
ply
to
make an impression on some- back, then schedule an important
20yrs experience
MICHAEL'S Transmission one. Keep communications flowing, meeting. Talks are quccessful. To40hp Johnson motor with 753 5592
complete overhaul on late and
power trim, heavy duty
figure out your bottom line. Make night: Accept an invitation!
model, domestic, overdrive
tracker trailer electric load- CONCRETE finishing
calls, and reach out for another. You
ing winch fully equipped
sidewalks drives. patios transmissions ASE Certimany extras Excellent Free estimates 435 4619 fied in automatic & manual see someone's concern when you read
drive transmissions Call between the lines. Tonight: Meet a
condition 502 753-5127
COTHRAN Carpet & Vinyl 753-0152
friend after work.
Installation Specializing in
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
MORRIS Mobile Home
vinyl floors Will redo sub
530
**** Your enthusiasm is awesome
floors. floors if needed Call Movers Local & Out Of
Servkas
in the early hours. A partner cajoles
Moving
State
759
Licensed
4269
&
Free
estimates
Offered
We Deliver 7
until you spend time with him.EvaluInsured 767-9630
Days
A Week!
3 D DOZING backhoe
ate
restrictions, so you can decide
CUSTOM bulldozing and MULCH delivered
Murray. which
septic & gravel hauling
4 p.m. - Close
ones to release. Plan on a long
backhoe work septic sys 436-5560
Driveways foundations
lunch hour,as business merges with
tems 354 8161 after 4pm
502 437 4969
PAINTING interior exter
Horace Sholar
pleasure. Tonight: Keep a tight rein
Al Al A TREE SERVICE DAVID'S Cleaning Ser ior Free estimates on your checkbook.
437-3879
stump removal, tree spray
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
vices "Cleaning" vinyl siding leaf raking, hedge trim
***** You are personality-plus,
ing, homes, mobile homes,
PERRY Family Lawn Care- and
ming. landscaping, mulch
boats brick driveways,
others find you irresistible. You
hauling & mulch spreading. parking
Will do mowing, trimming &
lots all exterior
don't have to do much;just stay on
gutter cleaning Licensed & cleaning, acid cleaning hauling Free estimates
436-2762 or 436-5894 or cruise control. Clear out as much
insured, Full lone of equip
available David Borders
work as possible, as you will need
ment. Free estimat
leave message
Insured, Completely Mo
some free time soon. Your social life
Lamb
4 36-NV, bile Phone 502 759 4734
PLUMBING repairs fast takes pleasurable
1-800-548-5262.
turn. Tonight:
a
Cellular 502 853 1108
Chestnut St.
service 436-5255
1995 AQUA Corvette,
loaded
$24,900
759-2203
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percent will be used for other
significant state wide natural resource concerns including water
quality, animal waste management,
soil erosion, and wildlife concerns.
Calloway County is partially covered by one of these six priority
areas. The Lower Tennecser River
Priority Area consists of the land
that lies within the East and West
Fork Clarks River drainage area or
watershed.
This area also extends north into
Marshall and McCracken counties
and northwest into Graves county,
bra total of approximately 280,000
acres. The area in each of these
counties that is not part of the East
or West Fork Clarks River
Watershed, are still eligible to sign
up under the state wide natural
resource concern category.
The Lower Tennessee River
Priority Area will receive approximately $380,000 to be used toward
conservation practices that will address water quality, soil erosion,
and animal waste concerns.
Funds will be distributed on a
competitive basis. While the signup for EQIP is considered to be
continuous, cut-off points will be
identified where all applications
received up to that point will be
scored according to ranking criteria.
Applications with the most environmental benefits for program costs
will receive the highest consideration for funding.
The first ranking period will be
from April 1 until May 29. All
applications received through May
29 will be scored and ranked against
each other.
All funds are expected to be
expended during this ranking period
and it is unlikely that there will be
another ranking period in 1998.
Applications for EQIP may be
made at the local NRCS, Farm
Service Agency, or Conservation
District office. For more information, contact Steve Alcott, District
Conservationist at 753-5151.

BLON

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

WEIRE
COMMIT
PLAN A Pi
CXJI2 I

Specializing In Dean and General Tires

HOROSCOPES

Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

Owner, Ronnie Melvin
401 N. 4th
Street

762-0000
FABS
111
G
EAST
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Al Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes. Up to $300 TODAY!

r I HELD
WHEN 5

Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.
Sate more time! Start your MoneyPlace CashAdvance
by Phone!
WHAT A PLACE! nig MoneyPlace
Come in Today! 9-6 Mon.-Fri.

The
MoneyPlace,,,

at the big

513-A So. 12th St.
Sopping Plaza
Murray, KY
MayBekl, KY
(502) 759-8900
(502) 151-9500

bold

bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign

926 Broadway
Paducah, KY
(509) 675-9900

1203 8. Ury
Union City, TN
(901) 1165-7500
FOR I3
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N IgsISALV
Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
Plays 12
at $10.00
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
Games
Fralurlrg rightly specals at S' per card or S2 for three

Speoal carry
Refreshmen's candy and FREE popcorn served
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Read the classifieds

"Pizza! Get Your Fresh, Hot Pizza..."
Delivered Right To Your Door!
Any Size Pizza —
Any Number of Toppings
only...
$799
CALL 753-6656

Good Oleo mass

Don't be alone!

—
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY
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LOOKINC BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 6, the 96th day of 1998. There are 269
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 6, 1909, explorers Robert E. Peary and Matthew A. Henson became the first men to reach the North Pole. The claim, disputed
by skeptics, was upheld in 1989 by the Navigation Foundation.
On this date:
In 1830, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints was organized by Joseph Smith in Fayette, N.Y.
In 1862, the Civil War Battle of Shiloh began in Tennessee.
In 1896, the first modern Olympic games formally opened in
Athens, Greece.
In 1917, Congress approved a declaration of war against Germany.
In 1963, the United States signed an agreement to sell Polaris A3
missiles to Britain.
In 1965, the United States launched the Early Bird communications
satellite.
In 1971, Russian-born omposer Igor Stravinsky died in New York
City.
In 1983, saying rock 'n' roll bands attracted "the wrong element,"
Interior Secretary James Watt declined to invite the Beach Boys to
perform at a Washington Fourth of July celebration — a stand he later
reversed.
In 1985, William J. Schroeder became the first artificial heart recipient to be discharged from the hospital as he moved into an apartment in Louisville, Ky.
In 1994, Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun announced his
retirement after 24 years.
Ten years ago: Tirza Porat, 15, was killed in a West Bank melee,
becoming the first Israeli civilian to die in the occupied territories
since the start of the Palestinian uprising. Although Arabs were initially blamed, the army concluded that a Jewish settler accidentally
shot the girl.
Five years ago: In a televised speech a year after ethnic warfare
erupted in Bosnia, the president of the Muslim-led government, Alija
Izetbegovic, compared that destructive nationalism to Nazism.
One year ago: NASA officials announced they were cutting short
the 16-day mission of space shuttle Columbia by 12 days because of a
deteriorating power generator. A blizzard shut down much of the
northern Plains. Washington Redskins owner Jack Kent Cooke died at
age 84.
Today's Birthdays: Composer-conductor Andre Previn is 69. Actor
Ivan Dixon is 67. Country singer Merle Haggard is 61. Actor Billy
Dee Williams is 61. Actor Roy Thinnes is 60. Movie director Barry
Levinson is 56. Singer Michelle Phillips is 54. Actor John Ratzenberger is 51. Actress Marilu Henner is 46. Figure skater Janet Lynn is 45.
Actor Michael Rooker is 43. Actress An Meyers ("Kate and Alife")
is 29. Actor Jason Hervey ("The Wonder Years") is 26. Actress Candace Cameron ("Full House") is 22.
Thought for Today: "Men are not against you; they are merely for
themselves." — Gene Fowler, American journalist and author
(1890Y1960).
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Tea years ago
The Music Ministry of First
Baptist Church presented an Easter cantata, "The Highest Place."
on April 3 with Steve Littlefield,
minister of music, as director.
Soloists were Cheryl Dailey, Nell
Earwood, Margorie Shown and
Mike Rose. Accompanists were
Joyce Herndon and Tamara
Outland.
Ed Davis of Murray was
elected president-elect of the
Kentucky Association for Retarded Citizens at the annual
meeting at Capitol Plaza Hotel,
Frankfort.
Published is a picture of Brandon Gosnell and his family looking over Easter egges he received
at the WSJP Easter Egg Hunt at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School Girls Ensemble received a superior rating
at the Kentucky Music Educators
Association Choral Music Festival at Murray State University.
Joan Bowker is choral director at
MHS.
Billy Joe Kingins, Ike Allbritten and Mac Coleman were
elected as new officers of New
Concord Adult Farmer Class.
Bynum's won the Man's Softball Title in the Popcorn Bonanza
Softball Tournament held in
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elkins will
be married 50 years April 10.
Thirty years ago
A "Community Service Day"
has been called for April 9 for all
individuals and organizations to
join together to assist areas of
Calloway County which were damaged by the tornado that hit
parts of the county on April 4.
Judy Kelso, Ellen Watson and
Lynn Dunn of Calloway County
were named Senior Area 4-H
Project Champions at the Purchase Area 4-H Achievement meeting at Hickman.
Capt. David H. Leeper has
been assigned to the 101st Airborne Division of the United
States Army.
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Opening lead — nine of hearts.
The United States won the 1997
World Women's Team Championship for the Venice Cup last fall,
defeating China in the 128-deal
final by a margin of 60 International Match Points. The Americans thus regained the title they
had won in 1993 and lost to Germany in 1995 in the biennial event.
The victors were Lisa Berkowitz,
Mildred Breed, Marinesa Letizia,
Jill Meyers,Randi Martin and Tobi
Sokolow.
Today'sdeal,No.49,arose when
the Chinese were holding a 12IMPlead. With Breed and Sokolow
North-South for the United States,
the bidding went as shown and
West,LuYan,led the nine ofhearts.
Sokolow won with dummy's
king, crossed to the diamond ace
and led her singleton club. Lu put

CATHY
•..50 IT war GRAB
ANY MORE OF THE CHOCOLATES AND STUFF THEM
IN HER MOUTH.

TODA4 SHE'S A PROUD, 11
INDEPENDENT ENTREPRENEUR WORKING ON HER
TAX RETURNS. TODAY ,
I HOLD MY DAUGHTER'S
HAND FOR AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT REASON...

DEAR ABBY We tiw.e a large
candy jar in our office that is kept
filled by the people who eat the
candy. All the secretaries contribute
regularly.
Our problem is one of the executives. She scoops out candy by the
handful every time she passes the
jar, but has never contributed a
dime' She has been "reminded" several times, but she continues to
ignore our requests.
We've even tried letting the jar
remain empty for several days. but
she just waits until we refill it, then
she cleans it out again. This is creating a lot of resentment - as well
as expense - for those of us who
can least afford it. Her salary
is more than all the secretaries
combined.)
Abby, we don't want to penalize
everyone else by doing away with
the candy jar, but we can't afford
to continue feeding this moocher.
What should we do*"
SWEET DILEMMA IN TULSA

up the ace and returned a second
heart to dummy's ace. Declarer
discarded a diamond on the king of
clubs and then crossriffed clubs
and diamonds until Lu ruffed in
with the jack of spade:: for the
defenders' second and last trick.
Making five gave the Americans a
score of 450.
This result seemed likely to be
repeated atthe second table, where
the Chinese pair of(1,7 iz Ind
Zhang Yu also reached four spades.
But Letizia upset the apple cart
when she found the far more effective opening lead of a spade.
Zhang won with the ten and,
with an eye toward ruffing two
diamonds in dummy before the
opponents could regain the lead
and play a second trump, she
cashed the diamond ace and ruffed
a diamond.Zhang then played the
A-K of hearts and ruffed a heart,
but Letizia overruffed the five with
the jack and returned her remaining trump. With no trumps left-in
dummy and no way now to reach
dummy's king of clubs after it became established, Zhang eventually lost a club and two diamonds
in addition to the overruff and so
finished down one, minus 50.
Obviously, if declarer had
known the club ace was onside,she
could have made her contract by
leading a club towards dummy at
trick two, winding up with five
spades, two hearts, a diamond, a
club and a diamond ruffin dummy
to total ten tricks. As it was, the
trump lead presented her with a
chance to go wrong, and when she
did, the United States gained 11
IMPs to shave the Chinese lead to
1 IMP.

CROSSWORDS
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e AND WHEN You'RE OLD?
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SO WE CAN SEE THE
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GARFIELD

39 Battery size
40 Cook in hot
fat
42 Fern title
44 Experiments
46 River in
Belgium
48 Shootingrange call
50 Win or —
51 Cloak
53 Swift
55 Elf
58 Toluca
location
61 Four qts
62 Of the eye
64 Vase
65 Attempt
66 Stirs
67 Sound from
the pasture

1 Hoover or
Beaver
4 Happen
9 Administrator
(abbr )
12 Ms. Peron
13 Quick kisses
14 Umpire's call
15 Male parent
17 1971
Wimbledon
champ
Goolagong
19 Poetry foot
21 — se
(intrinsically)
22 Miss Ferber
24 Basketball
org.
26 Judge's
garment
29 Small pet
31 Secret agent
33 Make a
mistake
34 That is
(Latin abbr )
35 Second
person
37 Kin to ump9
3

DOWN
1 Alphabet
sequence
2 Ms Gardner
3 Joining
together as a
couple
4 Disengaged
4

5

6

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TYNE
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K I LLS GEE
OIL
TORE
MESH CBS EVES
E RIC

46 t,1998 United Feature Syndicate
5 Waxy
substance in
cork
6 Metric vol
7 Hawaiian
instrument
8 Requst on an
env
9 Norma Jean

7

PEANUTS

DIP YOU LOOK
IN THE TREES'
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WARP

AISLE
RAH
OAR
G NAT
SAT
POGO
EGG
JUG
ERRED
EDAM
WOOS
TD
AC
GENA
PB
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INCIDENTALLY, IF
YOU'RE WORRIED ABOUT
HYENAS,THERE AREN'T
ANY AROUND HERE..

HA I

TIER
OCT
LEA
YAHOO TEA
LL WARE
AL
MY
ID 01 LY
ETUDE

14

WE HAVE TO EAT FAST
BEFORE THE HYENAS
COME TO TRY TO TAKE
AWAY THE KILL..

13

but now I feel obligated to stand by
him because he's alone and Ms partly my. fault He says he loves mc
and has no one else I feel trappe,i
even though I don't really love him
I'd quit my job tomorrow. but
I'm a middle-aged single parent
and jobs are hard to find Any
suggestions.'
SORRY,
LoN EIN AN t) DESPERATE

DEAR SORRY: Yes. Don't
compound your mistake by
staying with a man you don't
love. The relationship will be
easier to end if you make a
clean break.
Start looking for another job
now. This married man is not
your responsibility: he has
found "someone" more than
once, and he probably will
again. Trust me.

DEAR ABBY: "Hurting in Whittier," age 45 with wrinkles, comDEAR SWEET DILEMMA: plains that men prefer younger
Shame on her. Her "perks" as women. Tell her that she is a
an executive should not extend younger woman to men in their 50s,
to the employees' snacks. Pool 60s and beyond.
Mature men have learned that
your money for a stash of candy
that remains out of sight - and as a woman ages, she becomes
increasingly attractive. She gains
leave the jar empty.
more in wisdom, empathy and kind*
ness than she loses in appearance
DEAR ABBY: I made a big mis- And, of course, men similarly
take. I got involved with a married improve.
"Hurting" is shopping in the
man at work. Everyone in town
knows about it, and I'm embar- wrong age bracket.
rassed and ashamed.
VOLNEY V. BROWN JR.,
His wife has filed for divorce and
RETIRED JUDGE,
his kids aren't speaking to him. He
DANA POINT, CALIF
told me his wife didn't understand
DEAR JUDGE BROWN:
him and she drank too much. I
recently found out that I was not Whether you're ruliug from a
bench in a courtroom or a
his first affair.
I wish it had never happened, bench in a park, You have rendered an enlightened opinion.
It takes keen vision to see past

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

APRIL 6 1998

DEAR ABBY

Lt. Gov. Lawrence W.
Wetherby has been the recent
guest of Sen. George E. Overbey
on a fishing and camping trip at
his cabin in the Center Ridge area
on Kentucky Lake.
Forty years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court made purchases of road
equipment for the sum of
$22,032.81 at its last meeting, according to County Judge Waylon
Rayburn.
"Atoms for Peace," a free mobile exhibit by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, will be
shown in Murray on April 10.
The visit will bke sponsored by
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Rodney Warren, outstanding
senior guard on the Lynn Grove
High School basketball team, has
accepted a full basketball scholarship at Mississippi State College, Starkville.
Fifty years ago
The Murray City Council at its
regular meeting rejected all bids
for the erection of two new
school buildings at Murray High
School and Douglass High
School, according to Mayor
George Hart. He said the bids
were too high.
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath of Murray will conduct a clinic on "A
Study of Human Relations" at the
Kentucky Dental Association
Convention at Louisville. Other
local dentists attending the convention include Dr. A.H. Kopperud, Dr. A.H. Titsworth, and
Dr. Woodfin Hutson.

DAILY COMICS

I HELD HER HAND
WHEN SHE WAS TIN4
AND UNSTA8LE.

MONDAY

28

Baker
10 Side arm
11 Hwy
16 Big sandwich
18 "— the
ramparts "
20 TV network
22 Enlighten
23 People of
action
25 Spring mo
27 Unruly kids
28 Efface
30 — Kippur
32 Still
36 Ms Thurman
38 -Odd Couple'
character
41 Annual
43 Goddess of
healing
45 —
bicarbonate
47 Baseball stet
49 Dwight's wife
52 Particle
54 Sign for chest
muscles
55 Army off.
56 Run of the
mill
57 Finial
59 — -Magnon
60 Yoko —
63 Lone Star St.

the surface to the core of what's
important.(And they say that
"Justice is blind"!)
*

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
MUSLIM READERS: Happy Eid
Al-Adhq.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT You constantly
write that ultrasound examinations
are painless, but I believe that this
statement is misleading. You are less
than honest with your readers.
Last summer, because of prostate
cancer, I had an ultrasound and three
biopsies. I found the procedure to be
quite invasive and painful. Please cor,
rect your misstatement.
DEAR READER: I believe that you
are confusing two issues. Ultrasound
tests, as I have previously written are
harmless and painless. However. the
way they are performed may be
uncomfortable.
For example, a pregnant woman
who undergoes a sonogram lies on a
table while the sonogram device is
painlessly applied to her abdomen. In
contrast. prostatic ultrasound involves
the use of a rectal probe. which
for
some men - may be unpleasant.
Moreover, if biopsies are obtained
at the same time, all bets are off - because when a needle is used to
sample tissue, the procedure can
indeed be painful.
Therefore, your discomfort was not
caused by the ultrasound test itself_
Rather, the technique of obtaining the
sonogram
plus the biopsies - was
probably to blame.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "The Prostate Gland." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station. New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read with inter
est your column on stones in the sail
vary glands. I agree that it is prudent
to dqnk plenty of fluids (especially
lemonade> during meals. In addition.
I've discovered a useful maneuver
that often relieves the pain of salivary
stones. When I feel the area around
my cheeks become very sensitive. I
firmly massage the gland around the
stones and have found that I can sig
nificantly reduce the pain and
swelling.
DEAR READER Stones in the salivary glands can cause dry mouth, pain
and swelling. Generous intake of fluids will help overcome this. So will
lemon juice. which causes an increase
in the flow of saliva. When the stones
block the salivary ducts, the pain and
swelling may be severe. In such
instances, the early application of
gentle massage may alter the position
of the stones, allow drainage and
soothe inflamed tissue. Therefore,
there is ample theoretical and practical justification for your maneuver.
Thank you for writing.
19911 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE A.SSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Attie Bufford

The registered sonographers who perform ultrasound tests at Murray-Calloway County Hospital are Lucinda Barrett (center)and Jana Bamett (far right).
Dr. Casey Hines (left) Is one of the board-certified radiologists who Interprets
results from ultrasound Images.

Hospital ultrasound
earns accreditation
The ultrasound imaging area at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has been awarded a three-year term
of accreditation in ultrasound by the
American College of Radiology
(ACR).
This means that the hospital's
ultrasound personnel and ultrasound imaging equipment meet all
the necessary requirements after a
stringent review by a panel of
radiologists who are members of the
ACR. A voluntary process, the
accreditation is subject to renewal
every three years.
Ultrasound uses high-frequency
sound waves to produce images on a
monitor. Ultrasound is used extensively to follow the progress of
unborn babies while still in the
mother's womb.
It is also used to view the gallbladder, kidney, spleen, pancreas,
abdominal organs and breasts. The
advanced capabilities of ultrasound
allow physicians to see,in full color,
the direction and speed of blood
flow within arteries and vessels.
This advanced technology is also
available at MCCH.
"This accreditation assures patients of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital that correct procedures,

highly qualified personnel and safe
equipment are used when ultrasounds are performed at our facility.
We are very pleased with the extremely high score we received
from the ACR," said Dr. Casey
Hines,board-certified radiologist of
MCCH.
Hines and board-certified radiologists Dr. Prue Kelly and Dr.
William Wilson interpret the results
of ultrasound studies at MCCH.
"The skill of our ultrasound personnel [sonographers] greatly helps
our analysis of ultrasound images,"
Hines said. "We are proud to have
registered sonographes on our staff.
To be registered, they must meet
certain levels of formal education
and expertise in their field. We
thank our current and previous
ultrasound techs for helping to
reach
our
accreditation
achievement."
During the accreditation process,
ACR reviewers assess the quality of
work performed in the ultrasound
area as well as the individual qualifications cf the personnel involved.
All of these must meet rigid standards, quality control and quality
assurance programs.

'Lost in Space' pushes
'Titanic' to second
weekend. Computer-generated
imagery plays a central role in
the tale of the family of space
pioneers knocked off course by
saboteur Dr. Smith, played by
Gary Oldman.
The film also stars William
Hurt, Mimi Rogers, Matt LeBlanc
and Heather Graham - plus an
updated version of the robot who
always warned his young friend
of peril with a wave of hands and
a stern: "Danger, Will Robinson,
danger!"
"Primary Colors" dropped 33
percent to fifth place in its third
week with $4.7 million. Oscar
winners "As Good as it Gets"
and "Good Will Hunting" were
eighth and ninth, respectively.
"The Newton Boys" rounded
out the top 10 with $2.4 million.
"Barney's Great Adventure"
brought in $2.4 million on 540
screens in its first weekend of
limited release and "The Butcher
Boy" grossed $117,000 on only
nine screens.

LOS ANGELES (AP) "Lost in Space" and its wandering Robinson family captured the
nation's box-office crown over
the weekend, with "Titanic"
chugging along in its futuristic
wake.
It took the movie version of
the 1960s television series to
knock "Titanic" from its recordsetting, 15-week perch.
"Lost in Space" earned $20.5
million in its opening weekend,
according to preliminary figures
released Sunday by Exhibitor Relations Co.
In second was "Titanic,"
which recently won 11 Oscars,
with S11.6 million - a 24 percent drop in ticket sales from the
previous week.
"Mercury Rising," an action
film starring Bruce Willis, debuted in third place with $10.8
million, followed by the re-issue
of the musical "Grease" with
$5.5 million.
But the Robinsons owned the

The Ledger & Times prints obituaries free of charge. Obituaries will
be published one time. If the services are not complete at the time of
publication, an abbreviated version will be published the second day. It
the printed obituary contains a mistake made by the Ledger, we will
reprint it in its entirety. If the mistake was made because of incorrect
information submitted, only a correction will be published.
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Darrell D. Crooks
Darrell D. Crooks, 84, White Oak Drive, Murray, died Friday, April
3, 1998, at 2:15 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church and of Loyal Order of
Moose Lodge No. 2011.
His wife, Mrs. Pearl Crooks, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Edward L. Crooks and Minnie Kehler Crooks.
Survivors include a special friend, Anne Morrison, Murray; two
nieces, Diane Reed and husband, Walter, Loves Park, Ill., and Sharyl
Schellinberg and husband, Robert, Fox River, Ill.; one nephew, David
Daniels and wife, Vickie, Steger, Ill.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
There will be no visitation or funeral service.

Mrs. Nancy Pearl Smotherman
Mrs. Nancy Pearl Smotherman, 90, Woodlake Drive, Murray, died
Sunday, April 5, 1998, at 8:50 a.m. at her home.
Her husband, Isaac Mason Smotherman, one son, Billy Williams,
her parents, John Downey and Nancy Mary Downey, two sisters, and
three brothers preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Delores Rose, and one son, Gene
Williams, both of Murray; three granddaughters, Donna Outland and
husband, Kenny, Patty Suver and husband, John, and Lecann Snyder
and husband, Billy; seven grandsons, Joey Williams and wife, Pam,
Randy Williams, David Williams and wife, Charlotte, Mike Edwards
and wife, Kits, Jim Williams and wife, Vickie, Mark Williams and
wife, Lori, and Jerry Williams; several great-grandchildren, nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Scott Bivins will officiate. Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery
in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Martha Jean Smith
Mrs. Martha Jean Smith, 63, Nashville, Tenn., died Saturday, April
4, 1998.
She was the daughter of the late John C. Byrum and Effie Byrum
Shoulders. Her parents-in-law were the late Robert W. and Beatrice
Smith, formerly of Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Benny H. Smith; two daughters,
Mrs. Billie Ann Pcppard and husband, Bill, Vero Beach, Fla., and
Mrs. Vickie Morrison and husband, Melvin, Nashville; one son, Jim
Barber, Nashville; five grandchildren, Clay Jones, Donnie Hardin,
Tanya Randolph and husband, Tilford, Summer Ellis and husband,
Steven, and Chad Choat; two great-grandchildren, T. J. Randolph and
Justie Atchley Hardin; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Sandra Gallimore and husband, Gerald, one niece, Sherri Gallimore, and one nephew, Roger
Gallimore and wife, Vona, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at noon in the chapel of PhillipsRobinson Co. Funeral Directors, 2707 Gallatin Rd., Nashville. The
Rev. Kevin Riggs will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tilford Randolph, Steven Ellis, Al Burgess, Clay
Jones, Roger Gallimore, Melvin Morrison, Chad Choat and Donnie
Hardin, active; Gerald Gallimore, Jackie Butterworth, James Petway,
Willie Price and Zawdie Pride, honorary. Burial will follow in Groves
Cemetery in Robertson County, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

Pro Lawn

Want A
Really Green,
Weed-Free Lawn,
Rich and
Beautiful?

Mrs. Mary B. Thomas, 65, Nash Drive, Murray, died Sunday, April
5, 1998, at 3:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Alford Gentry Thomas, and one brother, Wilmot Thomas, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Bob
Hubbs and Helen Hargrove Hubbs.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Sue Burkeen and
husband, Randy, Dexter, and Ms. Gina Roberts, Murray; one son,
James Thomas and wife, Diane, New Concord; three sisters, Mrs. Ladeen Spann, Murray, Mrs. Anna Mae Nance and husband, Shirley,
Stella, and Mrs. Jimmie Dean Norsworthy and husband, Don, Mayfield; one brother, William Ray Hubbs and wife, Shirley, Murray; seven grandchildren, Rena Kukowksi and husband, Ken, Michelle Thomas, Brad Burkeen, Brandie Burkeen, Justin Roberts, Brent Roberts,
and Nathan Thomas.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
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lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 753-3366

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

MDR Muscular Dystrophy Association
www.mdausasorg

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!

Burkeen Bookkeeping
8 Tax Service
1300

Hillwood Drive
Murray, KY 42071

753-9567 ext. 106
or 753-6730

(Located inside Hill Electric)

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs,

-1-yrimmumme
AFTER SCHOOL'S NEVER
BEEN SO MUCH FUN!
CALL THE YMCA AT 753-4295
1-'00SR,\II., POOL,CONIPI:TERS
NIOVI II NIGHTS,SPI.:CIAI. INENTS!!

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!

Great Selection!

Open
Mon Fn 7-5

Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days Same As Cash
(Wrth approyed a0041

(Cooper WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray .753-1111
Ow'nor: Oswald Boyd

DWAIN -TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.
Showroom Hours 8-7 Mon -Fri ; 8-5 Sat
Service Dept Hours 7 00-5 00 Monday-Friday
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email addresss
dtaylorOldd net

=011mw

maim,

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • (502) 753-2617

TOP TEN LIST

Cell Phone 559-2018
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n 93 Chevrolet

$4,988
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Camry
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Lumina

6 96 Ford

84,988

#40362

874

$5,988
$6,988
$7,988
$8,988
$9,988

1111 94 Ford Probe #08401

No Reservations Necessary

Holy Week Services:
Wednesday, 7 p.m.: Tenebrae (a candlelit service
of psalms)
Thursday, 7 p.m.: Maundy Thursday - communion, foot washing and prayer
vigil
Good Friday:
Noon - Stations of the Cross
7 p.m. - Prayers, meditations
and sermon
Holy Saturday, 7 p.m.:
Easter Vigil
Easter Sunday, 10:30 a.m.: Festival Eucharist

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620
\

11 , luu 43 • 753.690M

El 96 Chevrolet Corsica
9 96 Nissan Pickup
10 94 Nissan Altima

#93177

#51956
082776

$10,988
$11,988
$12,988

Prices Good To 4-30-98
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Next to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Showroom Hours 8-7 Mon -Fri . 8.5 Sat
Fax (502) 759-9918
Email address
dtaylorPidd net

.

41•110
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Hwy. 641 South • Murray • (502) 753-4961
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1500

Join the general. Volunteer to help MDA Call
your local MDA office or 1-800-FIGHTMD

Fret' Estimates * Always The Best Price

Join us
forEaster
dinner.

201)0
231)0
24.00
10.00

Lt Gen Robert Johnston, USMC Ret Chief
of Staff of Operation Desert Storm: is
fighting mad. He's joined MDA's battle to
save lives. The general knows the enemy life-threatening diseases.

753-1933 or 498-8142

JAIL Mort WI. Lyons, lea • se•maar owaa owir OPC
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Sows
US 1-2 2711-354
US 1-3 30454 lb--- $2011
US 1-3 4511-525 lbs.-------_ $23.04
US 1-3 525 & up Om
$27.04
US 2-3 344-500 lbs.--------------515.00
Beare $2341111414.40

THE GENERAL IS FIGHTING MAD!

CALL KEN DARNELL

Obituary Policy

•••

Mrs. Attie Bufford, 78, of Olive community near Hardin, died Sunday, April 5, 1998, at 11:03 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was the daughter of the late James Kay York and Effie Smith
York. Two sisters also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Lawrence Warren Bufford Sr.; two
sons, Lawrence Bufford Jr., Paducah, and Bobby Joe Bufford, Meriden, Kans.; one sister, Mrs. Fannie Mae Borders, Benton; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at °lime Missionary Baptist
Church where she was a member. The Rev. Curtis Harrell and the
Rev. Richard Edmiston will officiate. Burial will follow in Bamett
Cemetery near Hardin.
Visitation will be at the church after 5 p.m. today (Monday) and
after 10 a.m. Tuesday. Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Diabetes
Association, Kentucky Affiliate Inc., 745 West Main St., Suite 150,
Louisville, KY 40202; or Olive Missionary Baptist Church, 4611
Olive Hamlett Rd., Hardin, KY 42048.

Mrs. Mary B. Thomas

